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THE MURRAY LEDGER.
CITIES SWEPT BY
TERRIBLE FIRES.
_
Netball* Tone., March 22.-
6 A ball of yarn, lighted and toss-
ed by, boy into the dry grass
on a vacant lot, started a confla-
gration in Nashville at noon to-
day which was not under con-
trol until late this afternoon af-
ter thirty-five residence blocks
were swept by tire. The loss is
estimated at $1,500,000.
Tonight It was estimated that
8,000 are homeless. The -Tenn-
ease National Guardsmen are on
duty.
A fifty mile wind fanned the
burning grass into a torrent of
flames, which quickly leaped
from building to building, until
at least six hundred residences
were destroyed. The East Nash-
ville sub-postoffice burned down
and the big Warner public school
and several churches were redu-
ced to ruins.
Pitiful scenes are everywhere
in evidence tonight. The fire
spread with such suddenness
that members of many families
_have been separated. Men are
vainly looking-for their wives
et and parents are seeking their
children. -
It is believed that most of the
missing will be located in the
homes of Nashville - residents;
where the homeless people were
taken after,the fire.
Thrilling rescues were made of
several women saved by men
who risked their lives -Ey -rush-
ing through the flames.
Eights hundred children were
at recitation at iWarner school,
second largest grammar school
of the city, when the flames re-
ached thatjblock. Teachers con-
tinued the lemon, and not until
aftei the sparks had set fire to
eP the window sashes and the cupo-
la of the building were the chil-
dren dismissed.II,They made their
from ten to thirty persons had
lost their lives. Confirmation
however, was lacking.
Thousand of homeless were be-
ing cared for today in private
residences, railway stations-and
the few remaining public build- ripened naturally and at the
Inge. The question of making time of the first hard frosts
definite arrangements to care for much of it still contained a large
them was taken up by the city amount of moisture.
authorities. Food supplies will "Testing seed corn is always
be the most serious problem, as a wise precaution," said Mr.
every hotel, restaurant and gro-
cery in the city having been de-
stroyed. The wind was blowing
a gale when the fire started.
escape safely, but many of them
had to pass through the fire dip-
Wet in order to get home. La-
1--itsa was ais
t C:3 tist
IlltrallDalf, Mallen is, HO s riPIM VIM(
GROWERS URGED
ter the school building burned to in April 1917 and four Lord's
the ground. TO TEST THE SEEDDdays in October 1918.Paris, Tex., March 22.—With Several additions resulted from
of Nashville, Tenn.. will be with PLEASE NOTICE
will return for three Lord's days
us next October. Then Pulliam
;approximately 10,000 homeless, the meeting just closed many
the entire bulinee• district wip. - Washington, D. C., March 22. 
others deeply Interested. AU see-
ed out and from 1,500 to 2,000 —Farmers who take the advice 
vices will continue regularly as
dwellings destroyed, the fl re of Carl Vroonum, the assistant heretofore. Bible classes Wed.
which started late Tuesday ilf• secretary of the United States 
nesday and Friday nights. The
ternoon was still burning early Department of Agriculture, 
will Lord'. day morning bible chines
today. The property lots, it is l test every ear of seed corn this 
meet at 9:45. Preaching at 11
estimated, will reach approxi- year before they plant it. The 
and 7:30 o'clock. Subsets, "Com-
mately $3,500,000. seed corn situation, Mr. Vroo- munion, or Lord's Supper," and
Reports were circulated that man says, is probably more seri- "How may I know I am a Chris-
ous now than it has been for tian." Do you want to know
what the Church of Christ teach.years. On account of the late,
cold season and the early frosts es about these things? We es-
in the early part of last October, pecially invite you to hear these
very little corn, especially in theltwionissterubjects.—T. a B. Thompson,
northern half of the corn belt, 
m 
Web-RNA Marriage.
A wedding of much interest
was that of Mit* Nadine Wells to
Mr. Eura Russell, of Almo, last
Monday evening at 2:30 o'clock
Vrooman, "but this year it is a at the home of the bride. The
necessary one. Every farmer Parlor was decorated with ferns
should test his seed this spring and smilax, while the alter was
by the individual ear test. No made of palms. The bride was
matter how much confidence you gowned in a beautiful suit of
have in the man you buy seed Copenhagen blue with all acces-
from, make a test and )(nose for sories to. match, a n d carried
yourself that the seed is good. bride's roses. Prof. A. J.Wells,
the seed I, not good, you can of Hardin, played Mendelssohn's
get some other that is. wedding march, and Miss Eliza-
- "A number of seed men who beth Brelsford sang, "0, Prom-
have well constructed seed hous- Me." Rev. J. A. Hassell, pas-
Greensboro, N. C., March 22. 
es report that they find the ear- tor of the Methodist church, of 1
ly picked seed tests very satis- Murray, performed th e cere-
forget north of -here, is burn' factory, but the—seed picked lat- mony.ing this afternoon. The busi-
ness district is reported destroy- 
er, even if properly dried, is The bride is a daughter of Mrs.
very unsatisfactory. One test M. L. Wells, formerly of Duke-
Spray is a town of 10,000. 
in Northeastern Nebraska show. dom, Tenn., and is well known
ed 90 per cent of ,the early field. in Murray, him. Wells being en- John Perkins Rt. 2
B. S. Adams and Wife, of Ets. I picked seed to be good while on- gaged in the millinery business Mch 23 14
la, Texas, arrived hire the past ly 68 per cent Of the crib-select, here. The groom is a son of F.
week and will possibly remain ed seed germinated. In many J. Russell and is a promising
for the next two or three months sections of Northern Iowa and young man. The young couple
the guests of relatives. Mr. Ad- Illinois the percentage of good left on the early train Tuesday
ams is a son of Mrs. T. J. Ad- seed is much lower, even when morning for Summerville, Tenn,
ams, southwest of the city, .and the seed was picked before frost to make their home. The groom
his wife is the daughter of Josh and properly dried, while seed has a position there as railway
Ellison, of this city. Mr. Adams picked from the wagon at husk. telegraph operator.
recently sold his mercantile bu- ing time, or from the crib, is • Yostsey May be Paroled.
sines* and has not yet determin- practically worthless as seed.
ed what he will do in the future. , One reason for this is that many
farmers in this section are rais-
ing corn of a very large variety
which requires a fun growing
season, and this corn did not ri-
pen before the early frosts.
"Under these circumstances,
testing each ear is simply good
insurance. One ear of corn will
produce about five bushels, if all
the grains grow. With corn at
60 cents a bushel, planting a
YELLOW LABEL
The Ledger list, with the ex-
ception of some few who have
paid their subscriptions since
Tuesday of this week, is correct-
ed, and we invite every subscrib-
er to notice the yellow label on
which his nanie appears and the
date of expiration of subscrip-
tion and see if it is correct.
Changing our list to the present
form was one of considerableex-
pense and labor and it was done
solely for the benefit of our sub-
scribers. This label with name
and date acts as a receipt for
amount paid and a reminder of
expiration date.
Some few of our readers do
not quite understand the label
and we are again making en-
deavor to explain it. Here is a
complete illustration, and we
would appreciate your careful
reading of it. Take the follow-
ing name for an illustration:
AugUsta. Ga., March 22.—Pire
caused a damage estimated at
$2,000,000 in the downtown sec-
tion of Augusta tonight and at'a
late hour was eating its way un-
checked down Broad street where
the city's principal business hou-
ses are located.
ed and the flames are spreading.
ospoSID011.040041100400041100oapoicimoimoaDosswomoc.
PRENTICE HOLLAND P A. HART
New Drug Store
Fresh, Clean Stock of Drugs
Sanitary Sodas
Choice Candies
Courteous Service
Prescription Department in Charge of a
Registered Pharmacist
Holland-Hart Drug Co.
Next Door to Adams Barber Shop
MURRAY, KENTUCKY PHONE 23
;
Frankfort, Ky., March 21.—
Daniel E. O'Sullivan, chairman
of the state prison commission,
in a statement here today an-
nounced that at the next meet-
ing of the commission, April 4,
he will present the name of Hen-4
ry Youtsey. convicted of the
murder of Governor Goebel for
parole.
Sullivan said, "the time has
come when I must vote to give
dead ear or an ear that will pro- Youtsey the benefit of the parole
duce only weak unproductive law. He is entitled to it by rea-
stalks, means a loss of $3- If son of length of service, by con.
you catch only one bad ear, your
testing has paid you a good day's
wages. If you catch the average
number, you've saved a week's
pay in a winter afternoon."
1
! 
Many expressed deep regrets
that C. M. Puilias could remain
, no longer than Sunday night in
, our meeting. Expressions that
, Pullias was the greatest gospel
preacher that ever came to Mur-
ray, came freely from men capa-
ble of knowing, and who are not
members of the Church of Christ.
To these and all we are glad to
announce thatA.T. B. Larimore,i
tinuous valuable work for the
state, by provisions of law, and
by every dictate of fairness and
humanity. He has served more
than sixteen years for his crime.
The law under which he wasChurdi ef Christ. sentenced entitles him to parole
after five years. He has served
more than three times the five:
years, and for twelve years he
has been eligible."
The United States shipped
678.443 horses and mules, worth
$131,914,000, to Europe for the
allied armies in the last year and
a half, according to export fig-
urea assembled in the bureau of
foreign and domestic commerce.
This label indicates the time
of expiration of subscription to
be March 23, 1914, and Mr. Per-
kins would be due us $2 up to
Merck 23, 1916. When the $2 is
paid the label will be corrected
to read March 23, 1916, and Mr.
Perkins will have a receipt for
his money on the label. This
should make the matter plain
and we will appreciate it very
much if every subscriber will
look at the yellow label on his
- —
 r.
•
papPr and try and adjust asp
date at the very earliest conven-
ience. We are going to expect
you next Monday.
A. B. Celle), Dies st farailegbie.
tiler good men and prone.-
t citizen has been called lb-
/Iasi rest in the death Sunday
night of A. B. Colley at his homy
in Farmington. He was about
60 years of age and had been ill
for some time of stomach trou-
ble. He was one of the beet
known men in that section el
the county. He is survived bye
wife and a 800, Dr. Lube
of Farmington, and a daughter.
Mrs. Jake Meyer. of Hazel. ir‘s-
neral was held Monday at now
with internment in Farmiegtort
cemetery.—MeYficid Messenger
eyes Greve..
A little child of Cdeeli Joesise
ii-Nght sick. -
Mrs. Albert Parks is improo...._.
ing slowly.
Mrs. Henry Darnell is on the-
sick list.
Rev. J: C. Rudd filled his reg-
ular appointment 3rd Sunday
with good attendance.
There will be singing at Lynn
Grove next Sunday. Everybody
Invited.
Miss 
 Eu
ra Adams, of Shiloh.
visited relatives near here the
past week.
Cecil Beaman and family visi,
ted relatives Bear Coldwates-
Sunday.
• Dr. Harris and family have
moved back from Mexico.
Wade Crawford and family
were the guests of his mother.
Mrs. Jennie Crawford. Sunday.
. Much success to the Ledger and
its readers.--For-GeeMe-Not.
J. T. Bynum. the 12 year old
son of Tom Bynum and wife, ef
the country, undrwent an opera-
tion at the Murray Surgic#1,tios-
pital some few days ago for ap
pendicitis. He is recoverinp
rapidly.
You can get 80e per bushel in
trade for good shelled own Mon-
day at Bucy Bros.
Bread and Meat
To our meat market we have added a
Modern Bakery and it is in charge of a com-
petent baker. We are now prepared to furnish-.
Fresh Bread, Buns, Rolls,
Cakes, Pies, Etc.
Our bakery is conducted in a sanitary
manner and all orders from dealers or individ-
uals will be given prompt attention and will
be appreciated.
—Oar-Meat Department
will be maintained at the same high standard with
the best the market affords. Come and see us and
trade with us. Next door to Overby & Cleaver.
Potts & Bekher
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HAD AWFUL
WEAK SPELLS
Suffered So Much Feb She Had te
Have Relief. Say. Cudui
Made Her Well.
Zlba. Ala.--Mrs. M. T May. of this
place, writes was tun eepecially
strong when I married . but after
my marriage. I seemed to get ver
y
Much worse. About two Months after
ems married. I begin le rigee-
Weak spells. Would have bad spells
of headache, simply felt bad all the
time, could hardly do a thing
guttered so' much pain In me' left side
and had the swimming of the head and
congestion and heartburn sery bed In
fact I suffered so much I thought I
would die. I kept getting worse and
felt I must have some rondo I had
SO me pain tied diffictilty In walking...
"Mr. ---, who ran a store in
, reeommended that I take 'Car-
dui,' and-my hesband bought Me a bot-
tle, which MI me lo Much good that
he bought we artbther. and after the
use of three or four bottles I was well;
was up doing my work after the use of
the first bottle It's the finest tonic I
know of. I got into better health than
I had been since my marriage. I ad-
vise all women... who have weak
spells..., to teke it."
The thousands of letters, which
come to us every year, like the above,
certainly are proof of the merit of
Cardut the woman's tonic.
For sale by all druggists.
Considerable of a Snub.
Mr. Asquith recently administered
• grim snub to a certain M. P. Some
time ago, on the death of a noted pub-
lic man, there was it great deal of gos-
sip as to who should •--icceed him. The
M. P. in question bed a friend whom
he wished to get the appointment, and,
determined to be first in the field. be
went to Mr. Asquith on the day after
the late holder of the post had died.
"May my friend So-and-so have Mr.
Blank's placer' he asked, eagerly.
'He may," answered Mr. Asquitb.
gravely, "if he thinks the coffin will
nt him comfortably'"-London Mail.
"CASCARETS" FOR
LPER, BOWEIS
For sick headache, bad breath,
Sour Stomach and
constipation. of Kent on March lie it has been an-
nounced officially. A British airman
Get a 10-cent box now, 
brought down one raider over the sea,
No odds how bad your liver, stomach 
the German observer being killed.
OT bowels, how much your bead
The official statement of the raid is-
aches, how miserable and tuscomfort- 
sued March 19 reads:
able you are from constipation, indiges- 
''Four German raplanes flew over
East Kent today. The first pair ap
lion, biliousness and sluggish bowels
peered over Dover at a heighriit'so
-you always get the desired results
with Cascarets. 
000 to 6,000 feet., one at 1:07 p. m.;
Don't let your stomach, liver and 
the second at 2:02 p. m.
bowels make you miserable. Take 
_ "'The first dropped six bombs in
Cascarets to-night - put an end to the the harb
or; then went northwest,
headache, biliousness. diariness, nerv-
Dubin Liner Tuhantis Sent Tefinto
torn Off Coast of Holland-Olen.
ter Charged To Torpedo.
Amsterdam -frhe newest and finest
.teaniehip sailing tinder the Dutch flag,
the Tubentla, at the Helloed Lleyd line.
has been gust 30 wiles off the that'll
',oast
Although it is not positively 'beab
lished whether the sinking was due to
a mine or a torpedo, there is a olugular
unanimity on th• part of those who
were on board in attributing it to a
submarine's Set. The crew base their
et is this regard ehteofir of. the In-
tense violence of the zplosion and In
the feet that It Occurred amidships
The vessel was outward bound from
Amsterdam to South American ports,
carrying • crew of 3144 and 53 passen-
gers, the latter, mostly neutrals, In•
eluding. it is said, three Americans.
The ship bore the usual identification
marks of her neutral character, iticlud-
ing en illuminated name and flag.
It is now believed there was a small
number of lives lost In the sinking of
His Tut/antis, sillier in the explosion or
in au sot-Went which attended launch•
tfill of a lifeboat. The steamship re
malaise' afloat several hours.
Aecording to all reports there was
no panic, every one on board behaving
splendidly.
The boats were launched in their ap-
pointed order and the passengers were
all taken off first. The reeene work
was difficult owing to the darkness.
the beery mist and the rough sea. The
boats were several hours In finding the
Noordhluder lightship, which was two
tulles away.
The saptain and part of the crew re-
mained on the gradually sinking ship
for some time, the wireless operator
keeping up the working of guiding
Dutch vessels to the rescue. The can-
lain was on the vessel for tie2 hours
after -able. WM struck-and was the last
to leave. The rescuing 'emits took the
paaengers and crew to Flushing. -Am-
sterdam and the Hook. •
The loss of one of Holland's finest
steamships has tittered the country
deeply The sinking of the Tubantia.
valued at e1,6/0,000 and insured for
$1,240.000, means loos of valuable cerise
ousness. sick, souz, gassy stomach,
backache and all other distress;
cleaese your inside orgars of all the
bile, gases and constipated matter
which is producing the misery.
A 10-cent box mains health, happi-
ness and a clear bead for months.
No more days of gloom and distress
If you will take a Cascaret now and
then. All eters' sell Caicarets Don't
forgct the children-their little in
sides need a cleansing, too Adv.
Ninety-Year-Old Tree Bears.
Apple, plucked from the oldest ap-
ple tree on the Pecilic coast, in Van-
couver Barracks, have been sent to
the department of agriculture by A.
A. Quarnterg ex-horticulturo inspec-
tor of that district. This famous tree
Is almost ninety years old and pro-
duced a fair crop of apples last year.
CONGRESS TO QUIT
IN THE SUMMER
PREPARATIONS ARE BEING MADE
TO END THIL SESSION EARLY
IN JULY.
WAR TALK IS OUT OF WAY
,
Ihri=ettikelliftl.±„, 7
11111 LAIDWIS, KVIZAT. RT.
NEUTRAL VESSEL IS SUNK
14nee. To Pass Army increase Men.
41111 10 Next Few Days--Demo.
orate Are Co-operating On
tlm Measure.
• •„;,),
Washington-Evidence of co-opera-
tion betvieen President "Wilson and
congress which may lead to an early
adjournment at the capitol is seen by
administration officials in the action
of the senate and house in &drawing
preparedness legislation and practical-
ly. renieviug the European and Mee-
lean queetiohe from the field of de-
bate.
Although some congresaional lead-
ers, notably Speaker t'lark, say con-
gress will be In session until fall, ad
ministration officials predicted that
adjournment would come late la June
or early in July.
.4,.. great logisiaties irroerain Win
awaits action. It include.' the army
and navy bills, rural credit legislation,
lemma appropriation and revenue
bills, shipping legislation, revenue
measures and the immigration bill.
The president is desirous that con-
grees act on Important matters pend-
ing before the political convention In
June. Work on the DemOcratic plat-
form already has been triegun on the
assumption that this can be accom-
plished.
The house will pass the Hay army
reorganization will by ThursdaS,
March 23, at the latest In the die-
cuesion of this measure there has been
evidenced more solidarity among Dem-
ocrats than had been exhibited at any
time since the session began In fact.
the general support which has rallied
*mead- naelonl- .dafeeetie lea,Laisition
has been s ourprise to the administra-
tion leaders. who had expected to en- 
i TWO AMERICANS ARE KILLED
Counter bitter antagonism. I
Refugees From Torreon Section Say
Ranchers Were Shot During Anti-
American Demonstration.RAID ON EN
GLISH COAST.
Germano.keroplane Shells East Kent
and Kill Nine-Many More Are
Injured.
London.--Nine peroon's were killed
space
Gal
citizens were murdered on a ranch
west of Torreon on the night of March
13. according to advice' reaching here
and 31 injured In a raid of fool Ger- -from the border. The story of the
man seaplanes over the east coast murder of American citizens by Mexi-
cana, was brought to the tender by refu-
gees, foreign and domestic, who are
leaving that section of the country. It
is said the Americans were killed dur-
ing an anti-American demonstration, in
which half a hundred Mexicans partici-
pated, The bailee of ,the dead Ameri-
cans were left at the ranch house when
the enraged Mexicans took up their
march northward, hoping to join some
squad of Villa soldiers. Mexican refu-
gees declarel the American consulate
had been closed and that feeling
dropping bombs on the town. The t ,
other raider, af•er passing over Do-
against Americans and American in
s
ver, appeared over Deal at 2:13 and 
tereet is intense.
dropped several- bembs. The second
pair appeared over Ramsgate at 2:10.
They dropped bombs on the town. One
of this pair went west, the other north.
pursued by a British aeroplane. One
bomb is reported to have been dropped
on Margate.
-The second machine appeared over
Westgate at 2:20. Here several of our
aeroplanes went up In pursuit. No
bombs were dropped on Westgate.
-The total easualles so far reported
are: Killed, three men, one woman
and five children; injured, 17 Mtn,
6 women and 9 children.
"As far as ascertained, to bombs
we-re dropped altogether.-
.
not easily replaced.
Ul. TROOPS 110
MILES IN MEXICO
AM/RICAN EXPEDITION IS BE-
LIEVED TO HAVE LOCATED
VILLA AND HIS SAND.
CONTINUES HIS OUTRAUS
Raids Avvievisen,Cetenitie and 111104fo.
tees the inhabitente--Gen. Persh-
ing Personally Leads Flying
Column On Chan.
With the American Army 'Via Piro
lees to Colionbuo. N. MI.--After
merehing more than 110 miles into
Melte° in record marching time of 47
hours, which would Indicate a speed
iif about 33 miles a day, the Amore
can punitive expedition on Sunday,
March 19, received information ap-
parently locating l'ancho Vine, the
(inject of their l'base. Disposition of
ties troupe began at once for the tank
of hunting him down, ,Meanwhile
Villa was reported continuing his out'
rage upon Americans.
The exact place the expedition has
reached was not allowed to be pub-
lished by the ceneor. But at this town
the expedition was informed that the
Mexican leader passed through this
place only a few days ago The lat-
est information of Villa's present
whereabouts placed him on the ranch
of Candelerio Hernandez, one of the,
subchlets with him on the raid
against Columbus.
Gen, Pershing personally led the
flying cavalry colUnk in the 110-mile
dash, Every manittTils cotinfand was
mounted, they pressed through a
section of Mexico 'where water was
scarce. For such a large body of men
the speed maintained was remarkable,
and the good condition in which they
came through was inspiring.
Only a few cavalry horses and pack
mules were lost, the victims of a
hard-ridden trail. The men reached
the camp thirsty and hungry, but oth-
erwise in good Condition fit tor tie;
(ion and eager for the pursuit of Villa
to begin in earnest Here they were
met with reports that Villa had raided
the American colonies in the vicinity
Of. his mountain retreats and that he
had-idttein residents of these
LIEUT. ZELL A SUICIDE.
TOUR GRAY, FADED OR 6RAY-STREHEO Melancholia Overcame Member otitho
HAIR REMO` DARtENED 
Eleventh Cavalry.
WITHOUT OYES
San Antonio. Tezas.-Word was re- -
calved at Southern Department head-
Do this: Apply like a shampooQ-Ban quarter. from Houston of the s
uicide
Hair Color Restorer to Your hair and of First Lieutenant Edward 
M. Zell.
scalp, and dry hair in sunlight A few ' Eleventh Cavalry, stocia'lumhu
c. N. M.
applications like this turn ail your Lieut. Zell's regiment was
 a member
gray, faded, dry or gray-streaked hair of Gen. Pershing's comma
nd. Molar-
to an even, beautifal dark shade. cholla is given as the 
canoe.
Q-Ban also makes scalp and entire .1. Lieut. Zell wa
s famous at West
head of hair healthy, so all your hair Point as a star
 member of the baseball
(whether gray or not) is left soft, and footb
all teams, having returned
fluffy, lutercue. wavy, thick, evenly to the sch
ool several times te coach.
dark, charming and fascinating, with- He is 
survived by his widow and two
out even a trace of gray hair showing. children. 
at Fort Ogelttorpe, near
Insist on having Qiian, as it is harm- Chattanoo
ga, Tenn.
lees-no dye-trot guaranteed to dark-
en gray hair or money returned. irs
bottle 51e- at druggists' or sent pre-
paid. -Address Q-Bon. Front SG, Mew
phis. Tenn.-AdverfFsentent.
Neutrality.
We are maintaining a strict Des-
trait."
"ila,rdly! We are praying that the
right vide may win and re quite con-
vinced as te- Intim tirtireo Tient side."
. •
• A NEGLECI•ED COLD
In often followed- by,priounionia. Be-
fore it is too lg. take Laxative Quint-
dineTnnleates,;, rales_protews  relief .in.
aims Codehls. an
d
Lisadiche. Price 2iic.--,-Adv".
•
' The Reasni.
'Why do they call a baseball a
/where!"
• • "Be-cities It is vilthrileC"
• Blast injures Five. •
Kenvil. N. J.-The explosion of 11.00e
pouncis_ef .emokeless powder at the
Hercules Powder plant here injured
'five efilliloyes, three seriously.
Finds Sweetheart Dead.
San Prancisco.-After searihing.for
two years.. Charles Howard Shaw of
Angeles sped tn
claim Mrs. Margaret Skelly as- hie
bride, only to find he had died tea
mitap.itais--betato 110 esertx.e.L 
•
_
Wilson Wears Siseneocle
---4_1 -0404rWthill14ffEr
brated St Patrick's (fey by wearing a.
jcreen necktie •nd sprig ef shamrock
te:It him by Jahn Sett:lend, jritch
tionalist leader..ln the British parlia-
ment'
HERO IN PRISON CAMP.
Kroonland Crew Member Gets Con.
greselonal Medal For Bravery.
Wa-hington ---Seeretery Redfield lo
cated in a British prison camp another
one of the crew of the American
steamer Kroonland awarded medals
by Congress for rescuing passengers
from the burning liner Volturno in the i
Atlantic. The man is Emil Debate. a
German. captured on the western bat-
tle front. A medal has been sent him.
Thirteen men, still unlocated, are be-
lieved to be In the trenches, where
some of the other forty were found.
Battleohip Kentucky Sans.
New Orleans.-The battleship Ken-
tucky has-sailed from here for Vera
Cruz, where she was ordered by the
navy deoaartmerst. Capt. D. E. Pis
mike, said the warship carried her. fell
complement of officers, bluejackets
and marines,
Submarines Are Active.
1.ondon.--fletween March 1 and
March 18. 19 hostile ships of the en-
tente allTeS, aggregating 40,000 tons,
have been sunk_ says an Amsterdam
correspondent, crediting the state-
ment to a well informed source in
Berlin
Prize Rooster a Tramp.
' Fort -Jervis. N.N.--Edward Monroe
Is ealling his $250 prize rooster a darn-
ed old tamp. The fowl ea-aped at a
how in New York and walked home._
Se miles. afinonneing himself byLmaar-
reline with his, long lost wives.
• • Want More Airships.  
New York.-Despite the fart that the
Aero 'Club of America has remeered-It
teletram from Secretary or .War
ker eatathrg that the expedition into
Itextoo. has all the oeroplanes neees:
.1.1.astlea pneeident of the,
club, has sent to President Wilson a
jeeig7,,elgijsigje,rOthe imMediate ap,
13killnittiar'lsonantlettrre'inTI Iherk
aerTs mit me. -114.--4-1.4s-neseaeges made
public Mr • Isiotley stated that the aero
pliet4St requeoted "may ease the live!
of 10,000 America; soldiers on the
Mexican border."
oe.
WILL OPEN CANAL APRIL 111
War Department Makes Prediction
Upon Advice From Acting Give
erner-Big Ditch Nearly Cleer,
Weshinaton An official prediction
that the Panama coma) will be reopeu
ed by April lb for the passage of deep-
draft vessels has been. imilteluced by
the war department.
Conditions In Gaillard Cut, icene uf
the pi-helped earth movement which
blocked the waterway last fait, are re
girded as Justifying the filriocast.--___.
Cul !larding, outing governor of the
canal sone, has telegraphed the war
department as follows:
predictions that the canal will be avail-
able for ships of 30 foot draft on April
16, 'subject to probable temporary de-
lays, thereafter to meet esigenclee of
dredging fleet in completing canal to
full depth and In removing shoals that
may possibly develop."
l'util this report (eine, canal oft
claim had refused 'since tti‘e closure to
make any estimate of the probable
date of reopening
Earth movement.' In the Canal ble
gan in September and were at first re-
girded Ss comparatively unimportant.
kerb' reports said (he canal woliht he
closed only a few weeks. This became
months later as the earth movements
continued. Finally It was announced
that no estimate worthy of censidera-
tion could be made.
'Ma) Gen. Goethe* governor of the
canal zone. was on leave in the United
States when the causal was blocked. ho
had asked to be retired under the act
of congress grunting him that prIvt
loge, believing his work done
In October he hastened back to the
canal zone after ad•IsIng President
Wilson that he did not wish any action
taken on his resignation until the ex-
tent of the slides was determined
When he found that a huge new task
had been set him by nature, he
promptly withdrew his resignation.
Reopening of the great waterway is
regarded as an engineering feat sec.
ond onto to the construction of the
canal. Millions of tons of rock and
earth have been torn out of the col-
lapsed excavations Now dredges of
a size and capacity never before em'
ployed have labored night and day for
months. Steetin shovels have drive::
their lliaiAtilta-the. obstructions ether
:
ever there was ground sufficiently firm
to hold them.
U.S. CONSUL LEAVES MEXICO
VILLA RAIDER IS EXECUTED,
Mexican Minister of War Decrees That
Bandits Are Beyond Pale
of the Law.
Mexico City.-The minister of war,
Gen. Obregon, has issued a decree de-
claring all participants in the Colum
bus raid outside the law. The decree
givers the right to any citizen to ap-
prehend and kill, if necessary, the fol-
lowers of Villa wbe_cMesed the Amer-
ican frontier.
The first victim of the; decree was
summarily executed In the city of
liermsteilin near which place he was
captured by men who denounced him
as one of the raiding party. The era-
/eaten was carried out en direct or-
ders of the minister of war, who per-
sonally sent instructions to Gen. Cal-
las, military governor of Sonora, to
that effect. Another suspect, Carlos
Reza, a former reaetic _ary leader, was
taken into custody, but was not exo
cuted owing to lack of evidence. He
will be taken to Saltine. where be will
be tried by courtmareal
AMMUNITION IS DEMANDED
Request ef Carranza Consul for 300.000
Rounds of Cartridges at Doug-
las Is Refused.
Douglas, Ariz.-Ives .G.
Carranza 'Contest here, has demanded
that the lo'Cal express agent turn over
to him 300.600 cartridges consigned to
Gen. Calles and - ordered held by the
American military authorities. The ree
quest was refused.
Consul Lelevier then telegraphed to
Eliseo Arrendondo, represeetistive of
the de facto government at Washing
ton, asking him to obtain permission
of President Wilson for delivery of the
cartridges. Consul Lelevier said that
Gen. Calels had been instructed by
Gen. Alvaro Obrecon, Carranza minis
ter of war, to ao-operate with Ameri-
can troops in pursuit of Villa, and that
he could not do so without this ammu
nitton.
Allies Will Confer.
Rome-Premier Salandra. Baron
c;innine and Gen. ('adorns have left
Rome for Paris to participate in a
conference with diplomatic and mili-
tary representatives of the allied na-
tions.
- -
Roumania Is PrkparIng.
Bucharest. - - Roumanian military
preparations -are being hurried for-
AIU-theee formerly exempted
from military service, ie well rut
then in foreign countries, have been
sailed ((I the colors. The war office
-hart requisitioned large quintitiNi of
copper and tin. /lopes of Germany'
that insiejoapda would
teal position have almeet Vantshea.
The visit of M Fillipescu, leader of the
Unionists. to the Russian -front has •
Close connection with the future atti-
tude of Roumania.
4
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Many Americans Flee From Torreon
 In Box Cars tedhaBorder Ref-
ugeser-Pear -Trouble. --
Laredo. Texas -Traveling the en-
tire distance In box cars. Consul ('. A.
Williams and 40 other Americans he.,
arrived here from Torreon. Mexico,
having left the Mexican city, they said,
bet-sumo they were convinced it was
the best thing to do. Their departure,
they said, was not caused by any overt
acts on the part of Mexicans or failure
on the part of de foie government of-
ficials to offer.. protection. Eleven
Ameffelits joined' the party at Monte-
There were a number of American
women in the party, including Mrs
onsul Williams said he
would remain at Laredo or near the
border pending inetructiens from the
State Department. He refused to di;
cuss his leaving Mexico.
Other members of the party said a
few unmarried men remained in Tor-
reon. but the entire American party
had voted to lease becauei Torreon
was considered to be in Villa territory
and therefore unsafe for Americans.
They believed the Carranza earrioou
was strong enough to hold the city of
Torreen against a Villa attack. '
Food conditions at Torreon. also, it
was said, caused the decision to leave,
(be city depending almost entirely
upon supplies from the United States
Durango City. it was stated by several
of the American refugees, is entirely
cut off from all manner of communica-
tion with the outside. There are said
to be at least 20 Americans there. The
-Ainerican iolony feared Torreon might
be similarly isolated by Villa atitior
ents.'
24 DIE IN EXPLOSION.
Fourteen \MUMS
Carranza Soldiers,
Laredo, Texas - Fourteen Carmine&
soldier:, and 10 civilians were killed in
an explosion of a carload oe grenades,
and artillery ammunition in the yards
of the Nationar Railroad liner at Mon-
terey, Mexico, recently, 'according to
passengers reaching here from Mon-
terey.
The news was suppressed by the
C-arranza authorities because of tho
tensioti existing between the United
States and Mexico.
All the dead and injured were Mex-
icans. Immediately after the explossion
a mountainous 'cloud of smoke spread
over the city and the cry. "The Amer-
icans have arrived!" rang throughout
the poorer sections.
Urges Battle Grunters.
Washington-Immediate construe-.
Hon of eight or nine battle cruisers to
provide an element of strength now
sadly lacking in the American fleet
has been urged, before the house naval
' cemmittee by. ('apt. Sims, command-
ing the battleship Nevada: :
- Atantry Enter, btexteek - -.- — . 1 .
I
Detninie !if. 14 - The Twenty-ifeurt/i
and TwentrIlfth infantrv, negro or
ganizations. have entered Meirlee frets
Columbus, aecordlag fo dispatches
Machias here.
GRANDMA USED SAGE
TEA TO DARKEN HAIR
She mixed Sulphur with It to
Restore Color, Gloss,
Youthfulness.
Common garden sage brewed into a
heavy tea with sulphur added, 
will
turn gray, streaked and failed 
hair
beautifully dark and luxuriant. Jus
t
a few applications will prove a revel
s-
lion if your hair is failing, streake
d
or gray. Mesing the Hag* Tea and Sul-
phur recipe at home, though, is
troublesome. An easier way Is to get
a 60 cent bottle of Wyeth's Sage and
Sulphur Compound at any drug store
all ready for use This Is the old tim
e
recipe improved by the addition of
other ingredients.
While wispy, gray, faded hair is not
sinful, we all desire to retain our
youthful appearance and attractive-
ness By darkening your hair with
Wyatt'''. Sage and Sulphur Compound,
no one can tell, because It does It so
naturally, so evenly. You just dampen
a sponge Qy. soft brush vi4t1r it and
draw this through your hair, hiking
one small strand at a time; by morn-
ing all gray hairs have dimppeared.
amt, after another application or two.
your hair becomes beautifully dark,
glossy, soft and luxuriant.
This preparation is a delightful toi-
let requisite and is not Intendid for
the cure, mitigation or prevention of.
disease.-Adv.
Improved Process of Freezing Fish.
It is announced that a Danish com-
pany, with headquarters at Copen-
hagen, is utilizing a new precept' for
freezing fish, which is declare., to be
a decided improvement over previous
methods. Recent demonstrations re-
sulted In the freezing of herring in a
half hour, which, under the system
previously employed took several
hours.
KIDNEYS CLOG UP FROM
EATING TOO MUCH MEAT
Take Tablespoonful of Salts If Back
Hurts or Bladder Bothers-Meat
Forms Uric Acid.
We aro a nation of meat eaters and
our blood is tillee with uric acid, says
a well-known authority, who warns us
to be constantly on guard against kid-
ney trouble.
The, kidneys do their utmost to free
bined_of this irritating acid, but
become weak from the overwork;
they get sluggish; the eliminative tis-
sues clog and thus the waste Is re-
Mined in the blood to poison the en-
tire system.
When your kidneys ache and feel
hike lumps of lead, and you have sting-
ing pains in the back or the urine is
cloudy, full of sediment, or the blad-
der is irritable, obliging you to seek
relief during tho night; when you have
severe headaches, nervous anti decry
spells, sleeplessness, acid stomach or
rheumatism in had weather, get from
your pharmacist about four ounces of
Jail Salts; take a tablespoonful in a
glees of water before breakfast each
morning and in a few days your kid-
neys will art fine. This famous salts
is made from the acid of grapes and
lemon juice, combined with lithta, and
has been used for generations to flesh
and stimulate clogged kidneys, to neu-
tralize the acids in urine so it Is no
longer a source of irritation, thus end-
ing urinary and bladder disorders.
Jed Salts is inexpensive arid cannot
injure; makes a delightful efferves-
cent lithia-water drink, and nobody
can make a mistake by taking a little
occasionally to keep the kidneys clean
and active.-Adv.
It May Be.
-I see jonquils and daffodils on sale.
How is it that the early flowers are
always yellow"
"Dunne. Guess spring is hiTkius like
the rest of us "-Louisville Courier-
Journal.
MOTHER! LOOK AT
CHU'S TONGUE
It cross, feverish, constipated,
give "California Syrup
of Figs."
• laxative today saves a sick child
tomorrow. "Children simply win not
take the time from play to empty their
bowels, which become clogged up with
waste, liver gets sluggish, stomach
sour.
• Look at the tongue, mother' If mat-
ed. or your child is listlese, cross, fev-
erish. breath bad. restless, doesn't eat
heartily, full of cold or has sore throat
or any other children's ailment, give&
teaspoonful of "California Syrup of
Figs." then don't worryebee.aone tt Is
perfectly harmless, and in a few henry'
all this constipation poison, Doe. hfie
and fermenting waste will gently
move out of the !vowel's, and you have
a well, playful child again. A thor-
ough "inside 'cleansing" is ofttimes all
that is necessary. It abated be the
first. treatment given in any siclenees.
Beware of counterfeit fig syrups.
-kik at the store for a SO-cent bottle of
'-ealifisreete-ShoU-e-:(2f gbicli his
ter 5fraii-u-ona ter .1;uf5T.•hiiren of
all We and for grown-ups platnly
printed on the bottle Adv.
The ,fool never stops to count the
cost until the bill coilector aft&
•
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TRI EUUAT LaIDGIII. IRTRIAT,
llow'CleanUp ana Paint U "%Red
74WREE years have made the movement successful in hun-
_ jdreds of cities and towns. Every farmer should apply the
-  idea to his premises. How it improves rental property,.-
'1
The-upper picture-shows a-vacant lot in-a southern town before a-Clean -UO and- Pain', Up cam-
paign. It was rid of all the trash by negro children in the neighborhood. Then they planted a
vegetable and flower garden on the plot and had fine success with the enterprise. Can't we do
something equally good with some of the vacant lot eyesores in this town? The lower picture
shows what can be done with a ragged, good-for-nothing side yard. It took a great deal of per-
suasion to wake up the owners and tenants of the property, but once aroused they made up for
lost time—as the neat garden indicates. .This is a lesson for us.
'CLEAN 
UP and Paint Up"
has become a nation-wide
slogan in the interests of
homes and towns beauti-
ful since Allen W. Clark, a St. Louis
publisher, organized the National
"Clean Up and Paint Up" campaign
bureau in May, 1912. Mr. Clark. for
many years identified with the Ameri-
can paint trade, sought to arouse and
organize into a single national move-
ment the "clean up" spirit which stirs
each spring in every normal man and
woman and nearly every thriving com-
munity.
The first year something like 1.000
towns and cities conducted local clean
up and paint up campaigns based on
plans suggested by the national bu-
reau. This number has increased each
year until in 1915 approximately 5,000
local campaigns were organized. Each
of these took the form of a real civic
movement
Where Everybody Helps.
City and town officials, woman's
club leaders, boards of trade, health
officials, fire insurance and fire pre-
vention leaders. sch5a children, boy
scouts and the local Atilt men all co-
operated in the ,Interests of a more
beautiful, more sanitary and more
homelike home town. Intlividual prop-
_erty values were increased, loss
through disease and lire waste was
lessened, and the importance of clean-
liness. thrift and civic pride in any
movement for homes and towns beau-
tiful was convincingly pointed out ev-
erywhere.
The weakness of the old-time "clean
up day or week" orgy of the "annual
bath" order is eliminated from these
campaigns. Permanent results and
ultimately a year-round effort are
sought.
Clean Up the Farm Too.
With the tdsa ,of making the farm
home more attractive and more health-
ful a farm clean up day has been sug-
gested. Why not this idea long ago?
Cities, towns and villages have had
'their -clean up days. and because of
these and similar influences beauty
has been brought in and disease driv-
en out.
The creator. gave to the country a
peculiar charm. iteauty-beauty of
blade and blossom, of bill and hollow,
pt daydawn and sunset-comes as the
birthright of every person who is coun-
try born. In the springtime Weft
writes in pink her orchard proclama-
tion of plenty, and in late,summer and
fall time fills the fields with grains of
gold. Sometimes civilization has clut-
tered, but never has nature. Whatever
there is of ugliness in the great out of
doors is man made.
Means Better Health.
Beauty is a part of the farmer's un-
earned increment. Health, too, should
be for him and his-health and happi-
ness. best of ancient blessings so of-
ten wished for friends. Because we
"absorb environments," a farm clean
up day may result in better living.
higher thinking-yea, and better
health. It may also play no small
part•in the solution of a big problem.
that of keeping on the farms of the
nation a large number of agricultur-
ally trained and efficient men and
women. Such as these will find if
their work not only a living, but
life. They will share in the spirit of
joy in the excellence of production.
There is much work for a farm
clean up day. It may be that there
are disease breeding places that need
attention. The appearance of the barn-
yard-often such as to suggest that
various old vehicles and farm imple-
ments had taken fright and backed
into the corners-might,be changed
for the better. Maybe there is a com-
post heap-rich in nitrogen, phos-
phorus and potassium and valuable as
a fertilizer if spread over the fields,
but in its present place an incubator
for insects and dangerous as a possi-
ble source of fever.
Flowers and New Paint.
If mother is fond of flowers, and
usually she is. the farm clean up day
might mean a new flower bed or per-
haps a fence fixed so as to protect an
old one. There may be a gate that too
POTSCRIPTS
Automobile tires made of synthetic
, 4 tubber by a- German 
inventor have
shown no signs of wear after 
havtng
been run morel than 
laroo muss.
With the idea of resisting 
earth-
)" 
quakes a hospital in San 
Salvador has
been built of p-estied -
steel plates bolt-
ed to a 
wrotightiron frame.
- A computing 
scale hale haene - ••••• Invent-
ed that shows the 
amounts rd the in-
gredients required for diffesent quan
titter mixtures of cement.
At the present rate, $1,000,000 will
be expended in electric ranges :his
year.
The adjutant or marabou bird of
India, which is valued on account of '
Its feathers.‘will swallow a hare or a
cat whole. It stands five feet high
and has a 15-foot expanse of wing.
long has sagged and creaked or that
needs painting, and it so the R F. D.
mail box is sure to need brightening
up. Nabitewash on poultry or other
buildings will work wonders. Before
the day's work is done, prompted by a
new pride in the place, it may be that
the farmer will display the farm name
nese the main entrance to the place.
States, counties, communities.
churches, schools or farmers' clubs
may proclaim farm clean up days. but
best of all each individual farmer may
have his own.
Don't Neglect to Paint.
It is apparent to even the casual
observer that many property owners
let their rented houses, or houses for
rent, go too long without painting.
This neglect makes the houses look
unsightly but also hastens the day of
decay. A little paint is a good invest-
ment from every viewpoint. It pre-
serves the wood and it keeps the
houses rented. The writer visited an
Illinois town last spring and after a
careful observation found not a single
house which was not well and fairly
recently painted. There had just been
a clean up and paint up campaign.
The impression left was one of a
thriving town where a man would like
to live and bring up a family. The
yards were well kept, with lawns,
flower beds and shrubbery, and each
nouseholder seemed to vie with tits
neighbor in making his place look at
tractive.
New Sterilizing Agent.
German scientists have found that
glycerin is a valuable sterilizing
agonL Varioxis deadly germs, when
heated in it to a temperature of 248
degrees Fahrenheit, were completely
killed in one minute. This srocess is
particularly valuable for sterilizing
surgical instruments, for the reason
that the metal is not attacked nor is
the temper affected. Rubber tubes
can be sterilized in IL and, instead of
being injured, the elasticity of those
which have become brittle is restored
by the treatment.
His Fate.
"Did you hear hew. Smithers s-ot
caught in a copper corner!"
'No; how wa it!"beer%
;lie had taking a little too
much, and ran-w ooping into a buneh
of policemen Just as he turned around
the street."
Many of the western boards of edu- Consistency. '
cation are equipping high schools and "There is one thing which ought
colleges,. with elesiFical_ cooking- a.p,. Aloes. nets-ge. with the unwilt-
paratua, „and la state and city insti- ten law."
tutions, especially hospitals, the cook- "What!"
leg is dose by electricity. "Payless lawyers."
Xe
Kin Hubbard Essays
OUR FATE AN' "ill' ZODIAC
"Duran • Mayoralty Campaign or Some Great Public Upheaval or Crisis, an
Aquarius Born Withdraws Within Himself Like a Turti• ass' Remains
Neutral."
By KIN HUBBARD. practical an' Industrious V keep a
In his address, hint night, before th' hungerin' humanity wonderin' as V
Ford club, an organization more or what he Might -accomplish If he mu
lees mrientilleally inclined. Prof. Ales mingle or-had a little ginger.
Taneey (-entitled himself r an astrk "Aquarium heirs are students, think-
logical talk on th' Zodiac, which is ers, reformers an' supporters o' all
herewith given In parts as toilers: innovations, that tend toward th' un-
'Th. Romans dedicated th' first obtainable, but they won't work. I
month o' GI' year t' a two-fared god. say supporters, ter they absoltstelY
They called him Janus, th' origin o' refune assume any responsibility
his double physiognomy esphilnin it. or assist in puffin' a thing on Its fret.
self in lb 'fact o' th' sun piassin' Giro' They'll vote. but they keep away_frtrn
two successive signs o' th' Zodiac th' primaries. They suffer tW spirt
,natsLaw_alesiganet Sattirns __Per t-'- -pass---throL-thar_szinds
ushered int' life ciurin' th• latter half with impunity. hut they don't git out
o' this month or th' earlier half of th' an boost. They prefer t' reach titer fel-
next, take up th' respotisibilities o' ler men hi' Kendal' communications t'
life under th' personal supervision o' th' newspapers, rather than take it'
Aquarius ati"equinoctial sign indicatin' stump. Although brilliant writers
progressive tendencies, a receptive tHey're tedious temporary chairmen,
Mind an' a little dash 0' genius inclinin' lee-kin' that personal magnetism an'
toward any o' tb fine arts. Many o' our dramatic manner o' expression as
great writers an' painters-iin-'-- paper-often nqjicea-ble in fellers who git th'
hangers' an' musicians belong t' this geode. 'Tie with Aquarius heirs as
sign. Miss Fawn Lippinent an' Prof. with waters-th' shallows murmur but
Clem Berner are, we might say, th' deeps refuse t' commit 'emselves.
Aquarius heirs. So these silent self-centered folks
"While` th' vibratin impulse o' maintain a quiet reserve an often gain
Aquarius usually finds its outlet In reputations as intellectual giants.
poetry, music an' paintin', it often "Dunn' a mayoralty campaign at
dabbles in other things that require some great public upheaval, or crisis,
as little physical mitput an' which are an Aquarius .born withdraws witain
equally as unremunerative. When an himself like a turtle an' remains new
Aquarius heir does attain anything Its tral. Closely resemblin• th' merchant
allus in spite o' his leisurely habits an' he takes no chances on hurtin' his
IlielelT-IMMItoti.-Ffirlliida it nitiCh biniine.se 
-
easier t' dream than t' knuckle down "'When life's stormy waters have
t' work. His mind evolves many won- ebbed t' ther last dread silence an"tis
derful things which his hands never time t' cross t' another shore, th'
put across. But occasionally we find Aquarius born, trued` lita nature, -11
an Aquarius heir who- is sufficiently`found at th -shallowest ford."
Th' Attitude o' th' Father Toward_
th' Son
Take This Man's Advice
TRY THE GREAT KIDNEY REMEDY
^
It always gives me pleasure to teems.
mend anything that HP neat and so I feel
o my duty t,i herald - the Praises et 1.9r.
hudinar's Seameeitoot.
For year. I was trouble4 with kidney
disease sad it we. ao interim that I was
bedridden lor days at a time. I gave up
all hope aid dation for miles *reload gave
sea tio help. iais&atally 1 ed se,inveral
patent remedies. at last tried Revamp-
Boot Frees the *roe it gave me relief
and it _before I war okto to
be up and arvead and now I am perliretly
well and side to week 3a I mad t,, Were
my teroble
_Bo mess lat thee& yes foe- pisto-epea-
derfat dierevery wmt-tata, this orporeteatty
to ro,-ourirliend it to all wilu suffer Bella
'-kidaliy troubles
Yours very trely,
WALTER SHIVER,
$17 North Slain E•reet. Hope, Ark%
14ubserol,w1 and sworn to before in., tins
26th of March, 1912.
A. V. WALE, Notary Publie.
Provo What Swamp-Root Will Do Foe Yee
Send tec, &of, tu Dr. Kilinei k
Bingbamtee, N. Y., for a sample sire bnP
tie. it will convince anyone You wilt
Sian receive a booklet of valuable infer-
matioa. telling about the kidneys and blad-
der, Whits *rein , be sure and mention
Pa__M_, bity-cent awl one-
dear else sett sale at ail drqg
A Prediction.
Knicker -Who will be the preeidete
tied candidates? -
Itocker-"Very" and "I."
THICKAOS
FREE FROM DANDRUFF
Girls/ Beautify Your Hair! Make it
Set. Fluffy and Luxuriant-Try
- the -Moist Cloth.
Try as you wfll, after an application
of Iranderine, you cannot fin-, a single
trace of dandruff or falling hair and
your scalp will not it(t, but what will
please you moot, will be after a few
weeks' use, when you see new hair,
fine and downy at first---yes-but real-
ly new hair-growing all over the '
scalp.
A little Danderine immediately dote
h:es the beauty orbycur hair. No differ-
ence how dull, faded, brittle and
fulfi- 0Taten a cloth with
Danderine and carefully draw it
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. The effect is inn-
mediate and amazing-your hair will
-be light, fluff/nod wavy, and -have an
-appearance or abundance,- VI- incom-
parable luster softness and- luxuri-
ance, the beauty and shimmer of true
hair health.
Get a 25 cent bottle of KnowIton's
Danderine from any store and prove
that your hair is as pretty and soft
as any-that it has been neglected or
injured by careless treatment-that's
all. Adv.
Accounted For.
"What was it your client failed to
put a good face on the matter!"
"He changed countenance."
GAS DYSPEPSIA
_ • ______------
"Suddenly th' Older o' th' Two Said, 'Hurry! Beat it! Here Comes th' Main
Squeeze!' an' They Both Rushed Panic Stricken Across a Lawn an' Were
Soon Lost in th' Shrubbery." "Pape's Diapepsin" settles sour,
Professor Alex Tansey addressed th'
Men's Club at Melodeoa Hall last
night, taldn' fer his sublet", "'Ph' Atti-
tude o' th' Father Towill th' Son."
Th' cream o' his lecture is given forth-
with:
"Does your boy run up an alley when
he sees YOU comin7 If he does, why
does he! Why don't he run down t'
th' corner t' meet you! If he don't,
why don't he? Does he boast o"my
paw' t' his companions, or does he
refer t' you as 'th' ole man!' Does
your boy place his order fer a new
bicycle tire, or a haircut, or a pair o'
shoes, thro' his mother, or does he
come direct t' you! If he don't,
why don't be? Is your boy afraid o'
you! If he is, why is he? Is it because
you're a receiver fer a cannin factory
where your word is law, or because
you're a director In two or three busi-
ness concerns an' feel your impor-
tance! hit because yneve been prom-
inently mentioned fer county treas-
urer?
"If your boy is afraid o' you because
you are great it is only a question o'
a few years till he gits on t' you. Then_
he'll laugh-er run away. He'll find
out that after all you are only a hu-
man bein', an atom with nothin• new t'
offer A plain man with a little down-
town responsibility. -
"Ther's nothin* funnier than a feller
who tries t' conceal th' fact that he's
a human beln'. An' if he happens V
be your father his attempt t' ill'
fact is uproariously funny.
"Do you come home in th' eventn'
with a knit brow an' sink heavily int'
th' best chair an' pull out your watch!
At th' evenin' atoeal do you ever shove
th' butter over where your boy kin
reach It, or show him other little at-
tentions t' make him feel that he's
your son an' that.. you're wan' t' see
him thro' till he gits on a payin' basis'
Or do you scowl when be timidly looks
at his mother an' lifts an egg t' his
plate!
"Confide in your boy. Take walks
with him an' point out all th' four-
}limbers you meet, an' explode all th'
nonseue4S•thet'1 itiredas-1" serpent t'
him Fight if ole age-With its warped
view o' life by amain a chum o' your
lt
boy. Make him respect you an' disci-
pline 'II take care o' itself.
"Not long ago I wuz stroilin' along
th' street in th' residence district o'
a city when I cane upon two young-
sters who were discussin• croquet.
Suddenly th' older if th' two said,
'Hurry! Beat it: Here comes th' Main
Squeeze!' an' they both rushed panic-
stricken across a lawn an' were soon
lost In th' shrubbery. Turnin' about. I
saw a pompous gentleman approachin'.
His chin wuz well up an' he seemed t'
be entirely unconscious o' th' fact tirat
any other livin' thing existed besides
himself. That he wuz a gentleman o'
rare ability their could be no doubt, but
in what callin or profession he excelled
I wuz unable t' figure out. I walked
leisurely t' th' corner an' halted.
wished t' study him at close range.
My_ hopes were ahattered-,when
turned t' enter th' residence across th'
lawn of -which th' boys -h14-disap-
peared. I watched hini He never
AND INDIGESTION
gassy stomachs in five
minutes—Time it!
You don't want a slow remedy when
your stomach is bad-or an uncertain
one-or a harmful one-your stomach
is too valuable; you mustn't injure IL
Pape's Diapepein is noted for its
speed in giving relief: its harmless-
ness; its certain unfailing action in
regulating sick, sour, gassy stomachs.
Its millions of cures in indigestion.
dyspepsia. gastritis and other stomach
trouble has made it famous the world
over.
Keep this perfeet stomach doctor in
your home-keep it handy-get a large
City-cent case from any dealer and
then if anyone should eat something
which doest, t agree with them; if
what they eat lays like lead, fermente
and sours and forms gas; causes head-
ache, dizziness and nausea: 
-tions of acid -and undigested food-
remember as soon as Pape's 1-Xapepein
limbered or seemed t' fergit th' fact comes in contact with the stomach all
that he wuz great. His bean' never such distress vanishes. Its prornnt-
,
changed. He entered th' house, an' nese. certainty and ease In creercoming
thro' a window I caught a last glance the worst stomach disorders is a rev.-
o' him. His chin wuz still pointin' lation to those who try lt.-Adv.
heavenward. I wuz mrcb interested.
I asked a gentleman who chanced t'
pass who lived in th' house. He re-
plied, 'Th' cashier o' somW public serv-
ice monopoly. I've never heard his
name.'" -
(Copyright, Adams Newspaper Service )
Coffee Cup a Barometer,
You can tell what the weather is
going to be by the appearance of
your morning cup of cow,-- --When
the bubbles collect in the center of
the cupola:id form a "kiss," you can
tell the (Ilia- Is going to be fhte. When
they rush to the side arthe cup. you
had better look out for squalls. Rain
is not absolutely certain, but it's very
likely. Of course, it is the condition
of the atmosphere that affects, the
tiny bubbles.
' Miserable Happiness.
"some. folks,*-1 mad Uncle F:ben.
'10 terrible be trytte to look like
dey was happy at dey makes dale
sore puffickly miserable,"
One of the Coc:t.
"So Kitty said I had a thick head of
hair."
"Oh, she didn't mention the hair"
HOW WONDERFULLY 'RESINOL
SOOTHES ITCHING SKINS!
If you have eczema, ringworm ot
other itching, burn;ng. sleep-destroy-
ing akin-eruption, Restnol Gird--
mei-1 and Resinol Soap and see how
quickly the itching stops and the
disappears. Resinol Ointment is
also an excellent household remedy
for dandruff, sores, burns, wounds,
castinga and for a score of other uses
*here a soothing, healing application
is needed.
Resinol contains nothing of a harsh
or Injurious nature and can be used
freely even on the most irritated sur-
face. Even' druggist sells. Resinot
Ointment and Resinol Soap.-40.
_
When a Man makes a fool 'fir him-
self over as, woman, it's a sign that li, •
doesn't require much of an effort
sal. S.
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BALL ARD'S
HOREHOUND SYRUP
...... ,• .....
•
rhoerreTetehpeoratienwt and dtaillitikUoryttCoughs at Night 
4 Fur a good Le 'levity' rented) 111,e
•
•
a
•
It Eases the Lungs
It check* colighing febevet• cheAtpeinc Iloar‘enetis. Loss of
Voice. Sore Lung. Wheezing and Drthcult Breathing. Good for
chilt!ten or Adults.
Price 25c. SOe sad $1.00 per Belli*
v h II 4! Ir. II, °Wm., t OMNI n• 11,11. h alike Vic site and VI"'
set Ite‘ *eat rot, h but N mo* e I It liettlife•Ctwalcuin motet fur dm cheat
JAB. 11. BALLARD, Proprietor
•
• • •••••••••
ST. 10111, MO.
•••
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loitered at. thc 0.etitt1cn at Murray. Kentucky, for transmission throunb
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-'Ti MAN 311,5 CAR COM- 'university- !ground-so- aeroes which-was stretched a steel cable $OO
P,INY FOR $25 OH DAMAGE feet long, with the members of
Lexington, Ky., March 20.-
.1"he suit for $25.0tal damages on
.secount cif the death of Eldridge
riftith, of Benton, Ky., a
freshman at the University of
-Kentucky Who was fatally in-
sred last fall when a street car
struck a cable which Griffith and
Nis classmates. were dragging
through the streets in colsibraa
taco of victory in a tug of war,
-x•as called to trial in Circuit
.:oart_to.day. The suit was filed
by Griffith's father, and almin-
strator of his estate, againit
itbe Kentucky Traction & Termi-
mal Company, which operates
the cars. Hunt & Bush are at. ground, the petition charges,
tame:is for the plaintiff, and Griffiths' neck being fractured,
CaL-John R. Allen, Richard C-4
Stoll and Wallace Muir counsel
far the traction company.
More than two hours was con-
county fair last fall. 50 centsned and twenty-seven venire-
for setting of 15 eggs at my_ masa-were examined before the
oted _ _ home in Murray. Ky. Will mailacc .
Griffith lied at Joseph'
them--at -purchasers expense.( St. s
Hospital October 15, the result
elf a broken neck. The fresh-.
on had that day won the annu-
al tug of war from the sopho-
mores by dragging their oppo-
ments through a pond near the
Pure Strain White Leghorn
Eggs for Sale.-My hens took
the blue ribbon at the Calloway
Mrs. Lee Rowlett.
Miss Gracie Rogers, of Callo-
way county, has been on a visit
forseveral days past to the fam-
ily of Mr. Sam Ford near Lin-
ton.-Cadiz Record.
WANTED
Every School Boy and Girl under
ten years of age to come to our store
Friday afternoon, March 24. We
have something to give you.
Wadlington & Co.
Harold Schroeder and wife
were the guests of her parents
in Trezevant. Tenn., last week.
For Sale or Exchange. - 3
horse power gasoline engine. - Past. She Yew a dear, govd
E. E. Smith, Harris Grove, Ky. woman.
Misses Voline and Clotile Pool Ottis, the elder son of Sidney
were the gloats of Mrs. P. G. Itaborn, has been on the sick list
Melogn, of Paducah. the past but is reported better at this,
week. writing.
Buy•your swifts-halt at Mur-
ra.y's first and 'only exclusive
tailor-made clothing store.-T.
J„ Stubblefield.
If you are undecided as to
'what your spring suit shall be,
drop in and lets look it over.-
Stubblt
Wirt Lawrence and farttli-y,
of Calloway county, are on a vis-
it to relatives and old friends in
Trigg.-CadT7 Record.
Roble Fair is now with Hood
& Fain, dealers in groceries and
_hardware, and would be glad to
have his friends call and see him.
Mr. W. D (Rallied and wife, of
Murray, Ky., are v.siting the
letter's father, -Q-4.- Jones, -
Standing Rock.-Dover Courier.
We want your eggs, chickens,
River Hills.
Mrs. Hopson, of this section.
died of pneumonia a few days
Mr. Reborn and kaughn each
are clearning a nice new ground
for S. L Evans.
Mr. J. B. Hale, better known
as Jim Hale the Blood river is-
land man, made a couple of sales
of real estate, selling to Walter
e •
But A. 0:7-Caok wears the
hkie ribbon, completing four
deals in one day, making two to
Mr. Andy Outland, one to Henry!
Outland and one to J. J. Ellig.1
In the same deal the Outland
Bros. also made a deed to some!
land they were interested in to!,
Mr. Cook. In fact it seemed to
be a wholesale land deal. S. L.
Evans did the writing and said
It was the most complicated af-
fiir ha had ever undertaken.
Land deals are numerous in
the river hills, there having been
a number of deals since Christ-
mas in this section, involving
thousands of dollar..----Ho bu
The MailkettlisnAere.
the two classes, respectively, hams, shoulders, jowls and ha-
holding to each end. In cele- con and will pay highest Market
bration of their victory Griffith price.-Hood & Fain, west side
and several hundred other fresh- court square.
men paraded through the streets We want your eggs, chickens,
of the city, dragging the cable. hams, shoulders, jowls and ha-
They had visited Hamilton Fe- con and will pay highest market'
male College and had proceeded prices.--Hood & Fain, west side
back down Broadway and were court square.
turning into Third street, on the Stock.-Fine Jersey male willway to Sayre Female College to Make the season at 75c cash, or'bit their trophy, whoa
Duroc pigs forstreet car came down Broadway, I males and females.--N. M. Las-it is charged, and struck the ca.; Biter. 4 miles east of Murray, 2*ble which was being dragged'
I Mrs S Higgins returned homeacross the track. The 'impact
of the car with the steel rope the latter part of the past week
fhurled a number of the students rom Pensacola, Fla., where she
who had hold of the cable to the spent the past two months with
her son, Van Higgins, and wife.
Mrs. D. W. _Morris has moved
to HenrrTenn., where she wit
reside in the future, making her
home with her parents. Many
friends in Murray regret to see
this estimable woman leave.
ii
_Spriij-Millinery1E xhib it
During'-MurrayWashionlhoir-
Thuvday, Friday and Saturday, March 23-24-25
A CORDIAL IN. VITATION IS
EXTENDED YOU TO VIEW
THE FIRST AUTHENTIC
SPRING STYLES IN MILLIN-
ERY SHOWN BY
Miss W:lie B. Baker
wizh
Mrs.-M. L. Wells Millinery,Company
Oilia4411kkeey With Wadlington & Co.
combined.
state auto }l-
icense inspector, dropped into
 !Town list Friday night and for
'about forty. eight hours had auto
!owners who had not secured
!their 1916 license on the anxious
-seat. - Warrants were issued for
about seventy-five persons and a
!number were -arraigned before
the city judge and tines aggre-
gating- $13.65 assessed against
each offender. Judge Schroader
set the fines aside on Monday
and will hold judgment in all
other cases until April 1st. Ow-
ners of machines in _Calloway
who titre liolmsecuied- their li-
cense should do so at the very
earliest date possible, as fines
postiVely will be assessed after
the first of 461. -Should in-
dictinents by the grand jury re-
sult fot failure to secure license
the fine and costs would total
about $75.
There are only a few
sales reported at the barns, the 
west side court square. 
. . i
!property was to be used for fairseller preferring to bring his
i purposes only.goods to an open market light, Mules Wanted. -
1 At the home of her daughter,and warehouses are filling up. I will be in Murray onzleurthi • -'Mrs. Gabe Boas, at Franklin,'Money to Loan on Farm Lands. Monday to buy mules 15.1 to 16 Tenn.. Mrs. Mary Brown, age 65-We represent a strong finan- hands high, 1050 pounds and up,
years, wife of the late Dr.cial company who can make im- 5 to 10 year old.-Geo. Clark.
Brown, of Graves county, Ky.,mediate loans on Calloway coun- We handle all kinds and sizes , and sister of H. B. Douthit, ofty farm lands for 5 to 14 years. , of Vulcan_plows and repair parts. Paris, nsed away MondayInterest payable annually. No Hood Fain, hardware, grocer- , morning, fter an illness of sev-
ct
S.:
loans taken for less than $1,000. : lea and feed, west side square. I eral weeks.Will make loans up to...  .,40 per
cent of value of land. Prompt
•
4
We are an
unheard of bargain on Thursday,
Friday Saturday and Monday, 23,
24, 25, 27. If you fail to visit
our store on these dates and take'
advantage of this bargain it will
be a direct loss to you.-Hood &
Fain, west side court square.
going to offer you
Mr. John R, Wade, one of the
best and most honored citizens
of Trigg caunty, died last Sun-
day morning between 1 and 2 o'-
clock at his home in Wallonia
district after an illness of nine
weeks. His trouble started with
a severe attack of grip, and oth•
er complications arose which
hastened the end.-Cadiz Record
The Civic League, of Murray,
has inaugurated a fly-swatting
campaign, and as a result of
their first week of endeavor
about six hundred of the little
disease spreading pests were
Bila field, Ky. March 21.- 2.5.•
000 pounds of tobacco were sold
on the loose floor market lvlon•
day and prices had a stronger
tendency than at any time thi
season, all grades being $1 in
advance of the week previous.
There was no good leaf offered
and the low leaf brought from
$6 to $8 a hundred and lugs from
$4 10 to $4.65 a hundred pounds.
There was no sale at Murray to-
day and for that reason the reg-
ular auctioneer, H. P. Farris,
did not go. Mr. Farris will go
to Paducah Wednesday, where
there will be a sale and to La-
Center Thursday for the sale
and then back to Padticah for a
sale to be held on _Friday_ _Con-
siderable tobacco is being haul-
ed to Mayfield this week from
the country and it is expected
to continue to roll in now until
the crop is delivered.
•
25 lbs. Granulated Sugar for $1.00
On Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Mon-
day, March 23-24-25-27, we will sell, for
CASH, the -following list of goods:
25 pounds Granulated Sugar . . .$1.00
1 pound Fancy PeaberrY Coffee (Roasted .... .26
bars Hen Hur laundry Senp,..t...26
6 package Rub No More, Gold Dust or Naptha 
:10
.05
.40-
Washing Powder 
1 bar Toilet Soap 
1 package Argo Starch 
1 box Blueing. 
I four-string (Clayton) Broom 
rfi • . • • r; • • • • • • • .11- AL a a •• • • • •
-aeons Old Mammy Hominy-  26
1 can Verri Best Sau•r Kraut  .10
3 cans OLD FAITHFUL Corn 
1 can GOLD BAR Peaches  .2ta.
3 pounds Head Rice 
I gallon Can K ARO Syrup   50
1 box Gold Medal Toth Picks  05
1 box 2 in 1 Shoe Polish  .10
1 bottle SAIIEWS Vanilla Extraota-„i„.....,..,  .10
-'i bottle SAURR'S Lemon_ Extract ! .10 .
1 can CALUMET Baking Powder  .10
1 package ARM & HAMMER Soda  ;05
can Black Pepper (Ground)  !.05
2 dozen Clothes Pins.
1 package Scotch Oats • .. .10-
1 packsire Toasted Corn Flakes  .10
bar IVORY or FAIRY Toilet Soap  .06
TOTAL 
You will notice that each anc11-6tiry itein com-
posing the above list is quoted_at the regular _retail
prica-4.EXCEPT THE SUGAR -and are of 'standard
brands. .
On the dates mentioned above we are proposing
to swap dollars with all who may visit our store. In
other words, we are willirg to sell you the above list
nv goods at cost for these four days in order to
broaden our acquaintance and get you to come to our
-place of business, believing that _you!once_ give ma._ a
"Trial you will contitfue-to be our friends and trade-, with us.
Did you ever before have an opportunity
to buy 25 -pounds of Granulated Sugar
and $4 worth of other first class fresh
merchandise for the sum of $5 ?
To our friends in the country we wish to - say,.
that-we ran han-dle yeur chleketio, eggsAirifs, Shoul-
ders and bacon and will give you the market price
for them and take them in exchange on the above
list of goods on the dates mentioned, _
Clarksville, Tenn. March 21.-
The tobacco market was very
lively Saturday and about 200,-
000 pounds of loose tobacco was
sold at prices ranging from $6.50
to $11, and $3 to $5.75 for lugs.
Every loose floor dealer had
sales and prices seemed to be
satisfactory to the farmers.
Hogshead salds are increasingswatted by the children of the
daily and much tobacco is beingcity. The league made arrange._
ments with the management ostripped.f
the picture show for a large
number of tickets and for each
ten flies killed and presented to
the committee of the league the
child received one ticket. The
campaign will continue possibly
throughout the summer. It is
The proper remedy for the exter-
mination of this pest arid the
league should be aided and corn-
m oided in "taking time by the
forelock" in their fight to eradi-
cate this pest that spreads more
filth and diseases than all others-service will be rendered.-Ash-!
er Graham, agent. 3234. 1
Mrs. Elizabeth S. Jefferson
ibreathed her last at the Jeffer-
son home in this city last Mon-
day afternoon at 6 o'clock. Mrs.
Jefferson had not enjoyed the
best of health for a number of
years, but for only a few weeks
had she been confined to her bed,
and death was due largely to the
infirmitiesof age-Cadiz Record.
Don't forget that Thursday,
Friday, Saturday and Monday 23,
24, 25, 27, are the days set apart
by us for our grand opening. Do
not fail to visit our store these
days. We ivilihave a surprise
for you:-Hood •& Fain, grocer-
ies and hardware, west side of
court square.
Have you formed the saving
habit? If not begin now by buy-
ing your groceries, feed and
hard 'are from Hood & Fain,
west side of coart square,
Don't fail to come to see us,
Thursday, Friday, Saturday and
Monday, 23 24 25 and 27. We will
give you a surprise that will
please and pay you.-Hood &
F • d h d •
The fair grounds property was
sold at, public auction last Satur-
day as previously announced :old
was purchased by W. L. Whit-
nell at $5,600. It is announced
that a new fair association- will
be organized and take over the
property and continue the fair.
The provision was _reserved_ in
the sale that any company or
organization might become the
owner of the property within
sixty days provided that the
•
dilladilloOsIIKAM•oelecipp41100 0,11110411.0•111•04.0.000K4.0
COME MINE
FORMAL,--OPENING
Where Fashion Reigns
Featuring New Ideas in Spring Millinery
THURSDAY and FRIDAY, MARCH 23-24
Sport Hats, Street Hats, Dress Hats, in fact Hats
for every occasion. -
SPECIALTY OF EtZEE HATS
- , •Remember, %alitv, Style and
Right Prices always found at
Mrs. Inez Brown Sale's
Let us remodel your hats.
amoopeepoemacseac oesieoeboamoopooptilLSOSS2,:
L;1;itrtirr4111....
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You can read it in red on the
sight page of this section Of the
Ledger, and .it is worth your
while to read it.
. •
It began to look like for a few
days during the past week that
old Mrs, Summer was going to
_•atch Miss Spring spooning in
the lap of old man Winter.
E. J. Cook has moved to town
freittr-the-seutheast narrst - the
county and is occupying the new
residence recently built by
him in the southwest part of the
city.
Miss Willie Baker  is associa-
ted with Mrs.lia. Wells, the
milliner -a -Wadlington's, as
'trimmer and invites her many
friends to call and see her be-
fore making a spring purchase.
Murray is to have its first sale
of registered hogs, to be sold
here next fourth Monday at pub-
••••%.
•
-,••••••••••••
5- • . ••• •••••4
There is a Real Difference
  Cream of tartar, derived fiorn grapes,
IS titled in Royal Baking Powder because
it is the best and most healthful ingredient
known for the purpose.
Phosphate and alum, which are de-
rived from mineral sources, are used in
some baking powders, instead of cream of
tartar, because they are cheaper.•
you have been induced- t•*-ttse baltinw --
powders made from alum or phosphate,
use Royal Baking Powder instead. You
will be pleased with the results and the
difference in the quality of the food.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.
New York
411•••••••••••••••••••••••°1 Seed oats at WEIrath's, 68c•
LOCAL and PERSONAL ir r bushe_l,nbytthonadgethe bag.
For Sale.—Pair black mareea  mules 3 years old this summer,
also good brood mare. Come andMcElrathalways papi more for liee_
your - eggs. Bryant, 6 miles north Murray .1'Wanted'.—White girl to live
A . A..Johili has accepted a po-
Bucy Bros., want your hard-
ware and grocery trade.
Saturday will be egg day a
McElrath's bring them in.
Miss Eunice (Jury has been
quite ill the past two weeks of
tonsilitis.
J. R. Kennedy and wife went
several days of this week in
Naabville, Tenn.
They want your hams, shoul-
ders, jowls and aides at l3ucy
Bros., 4th Monday.
Mrs. Clyde Collie, of I.uray,
Tenn, , is in the county the guest
, of relatives and friends.
Mrs. Lem Lassiter, of Paris,
was the guest of friends in Mur-
ray several days of last week.
Mrs. Annie Walker, of Hick-
man, Ky., is in the city the guest
of her mother, Mrs. Stubblefield.
Mrs. Nat Ryan and Mrs. Ern-
i inn Breame were the guests of
!relatives in Paducah the past
On the sixth page of:this issue
of the Ledger will be found a
synopsis of all the bills passed
by the recent legislatyre.
Mrs. John Futrell, who lives a
few miles northeast.-of the city, 
hi very IOW of cancer of theitorn-
ach and her recovery exceeding-
ly doubtful.with aged couple as one of- the sition with the Acme Harvesting family. — D. C. Clark, Lynn Company, of Peora, Ill. For the tv•I•1•1•1•01•1,01•1•14,1•1•1•Grove, Ky. past several years 'he was con- ;
nected with the Carter Hard- t,
Ware-Co.--Mayfietd Messenger. t,
The sympathy of many friends t
•
in the death of his esteemed ;.
mother, who passed away the ;
13th inst. at the advanced ag_eff
of 79 years.
The Dees Bank,
been incorporated and the new
institution expects to be ready
for business at an early date.
Mr. S. H. Dees, of the Bank of
Murray, Jake Mayer, Try Rose
and other well -known citizens
e interested fit the insitution.
Judge A. J. G. Wells, warden ;4!
of the Frankfort penitentiary,
was in the city transacting bus- r
mess the first of the week. It le
is generally conceded that under r
the terms of the bills just pass-
lie auction. Read the announce- ed by the legislature that Judge
ment of the sale on the first Wells will not hold his present r
!page of section two of this issue position after September 1st,
a son o W I sq. P. ot the
Coldwater section of the county, 
prompt action prevented any
was married the past week to 
serious results.
in Murray goes out to Mr. E. P.
Crowe, former resident of this,
city now located in Dexter, Mo.,
of the 'Adger. this year.
FrankTurner died last Sunday A coal oil stove in the kitchen
at his home near Faxon after a of Mrs. Inez Brown Sale came
1:lingering illness of consumption. very near causing a fire last.
He was about 65 years of age Saturday afternoon. The stove 1;!
and is survived by a wife and I was left burning and evidently
, the supply of oil was greaterchildren. The burial took place
in the Ivey grave yard. than needed and ignited on the
outside, resulting in quite a lit-H. C. Waldrop, of Wichita,
tie blaze. The paper on the .Ka8., a native of Calloway and
kitchen wall caught fire but
minutes of your  time will, 
7: prove it, the test is invit-
ea
_
,, without any obliga-
tion 
don't have to wear
"misfit" clothing, neither
do you have to pay a
premium to get the kind
that fit "right."
A call and a very few
to buy.. .
: AU Wool Made to
v+ Measure Suits
r-+
••4:
•
*V- Ole
-
• • •• 19510011**- 4•44 .
' • •
,
Buy the Genuine George Delker Buggy
The Buggy that _hasl'a reputation behind it.  
The I3uggy that gives—the best sati4action -of
any ever sold in Calloway county.- Prices right.
Best quality of Kelly Springfield Rubber carefully
put on all our buggies. Neat line of good qual-
ity Harness. We also have other brands of
buggies. We want your trade.
Saturday I want your eggs. Seed Irish potatoes' at igen-Get my price before selling. rath's. MY-price i right. ,
Aunt Vina Caldwell, colored, Hardware, ran
aged about 95 years, died last
Saturday night of the infirmities
of age. She was a former slave
of the Wells family and was pos-
sibly the oldest person in the
county. She was buried at Mar-
tins Chapel.
J. M. Clayton, who has been
im Murray at the home- Of his
sister, Mrs. Jane Meloan, for
the past three months was call-
ed to Appleton, Mo., Monday
morning_of this week on account
of the serious illness of his
brother: Wm. Clayton, Who is,
very low of cancer of the stom-
ach. Mr. Clayton is also a
brother of Mrs. Meloan, Mrs.
Jake Lassiter, Robert and Dan
Clayton of this county.
Mary Green, the three-year-
:a old daughter of r. an Mrs. o clock. at the West Blockton ' confidence that the AmericanCan't look well, eat well, 
or was about 70 years of age and ;1; tt Ray Green, of near Florence Baptist church,feel well with impure blood. 
. Lo
one of the prominent ladies of 
Henry county. Mr oneY. their:Keep the blood pure with Bur-!
stoves for sale by
and oil
cy Bros.
Miss Lexie Boyd, of Graves Mrs. J. C. Looney died Moo.
county. The -couple departed -day night of this week at her
immediately after the ceremony home near Paris, Tenn., after a •
for their home in Kansas. brief illness of pneumonia. She t,
Idock Blood Bitters. Eat simply, her husband, is a brother of
take exercise, keep clean.
good health is pretty sure to
low; $1.01. a bottle.
Mrs. Frazier, of this city. Con
Frazier attended the funeral
;which took place Wednesday.
$15 up
$2.00 HATS
T. J. Stubblefield
a Station, in Graves county, was — Ala."•A fatally burned Sunday evening
_a about 6 o'clock when a kettle of
boiling water was spilled over
the girl when she fell near the
open grate fire. Death came
Monday afternoon about 2 o'clock ,
Don't use harsh physics. The
reaction weakens the bowels,
leads to chronic constipation.
Get Doan's Regulets. They op-
erate easily. 2.5c at all stores.
Hives, eczema, itch or salt
rheum sets you crazy. Can't bear
fhe touch of your clothing.
Doan's Ointment is fine for skin
itching. All druggists sell it, 50c
a box.
Friends in Murray are in re-
ceipt of the following announce-
ment of the approaching mar-
riage of a formsr popular young
Murray girl: "Mrs. Dollie Curd i
requests the honor of your pres-
ence at the marriage of her dati-!
ghter. Mary Allen, to Mr. Sam- :
uel Solon Allen on Wednesday !
evening. April the fifth. at eight ;
PREPAREDNESS
Much Talked About Nowadays. We Are Ready. Are You?
Now is the time to buy Screen tire,
SCrecn Doors, .etc, Buy now. .t
DON'T WAIT.
The Price is Now Right. - Don't Know About Later.
Hughes :& InTan Lumber Co.
ONIXMESSMX0413t141.311.
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after several hours of as ful ag-
ony from the burns.
Evidently the Ledger readers
took us seriously last week when
we stated that Bro. Mac Pool
was a splendid judge of the good
things to eat because of the fact
that he had partaken of so many
of the good things of life at the
other fellow's table, and as a re-
sult Bro. Pool was the recipient
of quite a large donation from
his many Mei—Id-sof the city and,
for the next several weeks he
can enjoy many things at home.
He asks the Ledget in behalf of
himself and wife, to extend their
sincere appreciation of the kind-
ness shown them and to wish
for each individual who partici-
pated in the donation the very
t life holds in ','tor' the
way of health. happiness and
prosperity.-
-4-.41?..r.z.,' 's---*-1*— Os- 441
West ,Blockton,
Get _ your hardware, ranges
end oil cook stoves, from Bucv
Bros.
For Rent.—Three large rooms
in Mrs. Dollie Curd's house, $6
per month. Possession after
April 5th.—Mrs. Sallie B. Holt.
For any pain, burn, scald or
bruise, snob! Dr. Thomas' Elec-
tric Oil—the household remedy.
Two sizes, 25c and 50c, at alldrug stores.
1 B. Swann, son of William
Swann. of the west side of the
frepupty. was with the first as-sisronient of American troops tocross the Mexican border last
week in persuit of the outlaw
bandit, Villa. Mr. Swann is a
member of Co. K., 6th infantry,
and has been stationed at El
Paso, Texas, the past two or
three years. In a letter to home
folks he expressed hir self as
delighted to go and expressed
boys would be successful in
man hunt.
To Dealers: Buy it at Home
New Murray Bottling Works
- Manufacturers of
Mint Cola and High Grade Soda Water
OUR GUARANTEE: None Better, Sanitary, De-
licious and Refreshing.
We are prepared to furnish Merchants, Ice Cream
Suppers, Picnics, Ete.
Call and see us. Our plant islocated in the base-
ment of the Morris Bldg., west side court square.
. MURRAY BOTTLING COMPANY
'SCOTT BROS. Props.
.1solspe•adozt nose 42. *my, Ky.
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Governor Signs Many Measures.
Governor Stanley has signed
 the
anti-lobby bill, the anti-t
rust bill,
the new fire insurance code, the bill
prohibiting the condemnation of 
the
right of way of railroads for tel
ephone
or telegraph poles, the bill 
providing
for the agricultural extensi
on work
under the Smith-Lever act of t
he fed-
eral congress, the bill providing
 for a
$3.501:1 monthly appropriation 
for the
confederate home, the semi-m
onthly
To prrovIde for four Seeks and nee Skilte
ographere It. the Deportment of 'educ
e-
ISOM
TIS provide fir sulepauston of queeti
on to
substitute County Onromissihmere fie brill-
cal Court at any /Pliers! election
Ti i permit fifth-close cities ill *sell wa-
ter front to riffled State* Got eminent.
wiraitineits  tonsatiun
NCI
TO pay one•half claims for (Attie killed
aitcount of the 14.44i 14 nit' mouth diseas
e
Ti make Aihtand third-vine* 44-13'.
Ti. ie.-relay (Ion  sehoot laws
To provide for working core ii•ta .0111
highways and quarries and on bean
To i•hatirre nutria of Retitu.•kY lostituo
ttoe• fur the Education et the Mimi to
hetituvky State School for Mind end pro
-
vide 1112alele appropriation
1.4,h,aasSenato_r Kinoneritiana Ian to togula
te
To prohibit listalui-eliTePt tvithifito. -
Ti' fix non -resident hunting Itionme at
17 50 and regulate teatime or 11.4.11.1..11 44114I
penalties for illegal
Semite* Glenn's unti•trust hilt
provide fur loonies in tlieerellon of
Prison Heard at prisoners tater 'servi
ng
half their mentenye, or sifter eight year
s
hi caters of life imprint/mem
Ti. authorize Jun to flx punishment in
crimitiel causes end to allow ten days each
_exeinenoWloo .&.!titetscr for good
To proh In t"erte r tint eieWtrts•
work lug outside prairie walla
Ti, permit lien- resident ehildren to ap-
pear n stage per forma te
Ti' sail seetool-class City School Board
to ecquire real
To protect birds and game animals.
Ti' regulate trapping of fur- beas Ing ant-
nuTii": pines. erimmon carrier under turbo
dlytligi of Railroad 4.74ontniesion.
Ti ernpoWer Prieon Commiselonern to
convey land to lievernment for the pur-
pose blah11/1‘ 111,41414 glut dams.
liecodineation of the militia tetra:
Ti, requirei suits for mulpractice, to be
fled within 
•true y Hoards mutton.
one
twris ar. e nee or -gifts"
Prohibit pandering.
P4•111111 4 icer•riusr to anoint aid.
clerk or stenograpner in -his attire.
Ti, permit graded 'school districts to
levy 3.-cent tax and pull tax.
To make 'contingent fund for Governor
puyable January I.
To regulate eurporations and proh
ing competing railroad lines 
fooni consoli-
dating.
Pure 1'04141 hill.
To revise fire insurance legislatien
To provide for agricultural extension
work tinder' Smith-Lever act.
To provide separate houses for atria.at
the House }Worm,— -
To• provide for- employment of prima
officers and guards for terms of fou
r
years. beginning September I. -
Ti, authorize pay-meat of bonded indeb
t-
edness of Western State Niirhial Sehool.
Ti, appropriate $15,leel for the Eastern
State Hospital.
Ti' prohibit buying and selling patients
by physivia110.
To permit Fiscal Courts to.- anticipa
te"
revenues and b,orrow mumer for less tha
n
11 per cent. -
. To ziscroolendte4h4014.ection171t7a";_litientge_ky_11:_ta
_t
.fa
i
nurees.
To permit ineorporation of real est
ate
concerns
-To regulate publication of reports of the
ahotartisseotout. A-grloulture,
a 11/..4.14.1.0 f1.1* intedr91,4141-rrrifr slit
wart-aloe with epecified dale of matur
ity.
To require mortgages to be tiled 
before
beeuming valid against "creditor 
without
notice.
Ti, regolat•-• times of holding circuit
Court in the Twentieth Dietriet.
Ti, provide for elln11111tIllent to c
ity
workhouse of prisoners convicted of petit
litreny- in Polite Court.
Ti. amend 'itemises relating to sinking
To provide po ce pro
Fair Grounds.
chTieos, provide for poll tax in third-
clasa
To ..repearcharter of Fairview.
To permit taxpayere to pay, their po
r-
tion of special levy to redeem esittroad
.. atb"Tnjodertegraqrswinuird eber,cegoloisntt)eir.ara.tit:dn Inoralili4PbrileitLeta
To 'permit adjacent courities•Ao main-
tain- joint -high ecisoolie  --------
- To permit graded school district-A
 Witfe-
endowment to Issue S50.04e3 bonds to mei
n-
lain high schools.
give infants whose land has bee
n
sold for taxes in Louisville one 'year aft
er
becoming of age in which to redeem.
To provide bookkeeping in State Li-
ebr:T.4ryt.,,p.
Attorney.
rovide stenographer for Jefferson
Tb permit use of highways by con -erno
producing electricity.
To authorize water power electric co
m-
panies to exercise right of eminent 
do-
main.
To place 25 per cent penalty on omitted
or delinquent property or holdere of
state's funds into back tax reserv.• fun
d.
To create county commission in Jeff
er-
son County.
To repeal charter of Flat Gap.
To aid second-class city School Hoards
El CALOMEL MAKES YOU SICK!
CLEAN LIVER AND BOWELS MY WAY
Just Once! Try "Dodson's Liver Tone" Wh
en Bilious, Consti-
pated, Headachy—Don't Lose a Day's 
Work.
Liven up your sluggish liver! Feel
ene and cheerful, make your work a
pleasure; be vigorous and full of am.
bltion. hut lake so nasty, danger-
ous calomel. because it makes you
sick and you may lose a day's work.
Calomel is mercury or quicheilver,
which causes necrosis of the bones.
Calomel crashes into' bile like
dynamite, breaking It up That's
'When you' feel that awful nausea and
cramping.
Listen to me! If you want to enjoy
the nicest, gentlest liver and bowel
cleansing you ever experienced just
take a spoonful of harmless Dedson's
Liver Tone Your druggist or dealer
Pelts you a 1;0 cent bottle of Dods
on's
Liver Tone under my personal money
-
-oss-
• Exceptions.
"WoMen here nil idea of applied
sc-iirce in ordinary life" '
"Hew about chemical blondes'!"
to purchase real ~ate,
pay bill, and the bill providing 
for the To appropriate 15.ove for two years to
ten-year payment. Islam forostre
et urn- the Illiteracy Commission.
provements in cities of the third
 class.
He also signed Senator Hite Huff
aker's
bill to revise the fire insurance l
aws of
the state, lie presented the go
ld pen
with which to sign the bill to 
Senator
Huffaker. T_he bill of Repre
sentative
Treadway to require corporations
 to
To reeulote -terms of -Ciroutt Court la
the Thirteen DistriO1.
Pure seed bill.
To require c000perative or assessment
life and caeualty companies to have 
$10.1,-
000 guaranty fund before doing busines
s.
To regulate -fraternal benefit eocieties.
To appropriate $3.500- mon•hly for Con-
federate Home at Pewee Valley instea
d
of e17t5 annual per. capita_ -
Ti prohibit fraudulent advertisements.
pay employes semi-monthly was signed i To perm
it appeals from orreutt cauert
by the governor. Senator 
Stricklett 
i tinowarnshexation.proceedings by Thtirttf-cl
aso
and Representatives Treadwa
y and To regulate assessment
 and 'co-opera-
Tartar 
were pre*ent whoa heLcuipd live fire 
insurance companies
-Toorrelte-seeoad-otolation of local MIMI
the measure and were given th
e gold law a felony.
pens which he used in affixin
g his sig- t In 
regulate time ofholding Circuit
Cour
nature to the measure Rep
resentative To authorize examiners' appo
inted by
T. A. Cook, Hopkinsville. appo
inted on 
sulzytriet
ed 
teondentntof "trinntat•Vh„wahc.hreersochoonlintsloc-
the board of control by Gov.
 Stanley. cates to normal Reh001 revile
. 
To regulate toll bridges erected aerose
has resigned from the legisl
ature. state boundary navigable etrrams.
To regulate 'petition sale of Vested real
estate where one party Is of unsound
mind.
To provide for throe etate depositorlee.
To authorize co-operattve aseeeement
Insurieneeaaimpanies to organize on stock
or mutual plan
To exempt one dog to head of family.
To • authorize guardian of infants or
committee of idiot or lunatic t. lease min-
McGlone is said to have re
ceived from frig !Jetts.
To provide for school Board of Alio
the stele on alleged fraudulent meTmobemirrsoiantefourtholass ettlee
control of streets in fourth-
rantg.  'He was given -a credit of
 $846
for alleged warrants, which were re-
 To 4te 11711. ligradme surd parking
of hp_
-turned. McGlone _is i
ndicted in the plea.
To provide for 3 1?1.0intir t of 
DiT•et o.
Fran,klin circuit court on th
e charge of tatendanoe-by-scheol Board in lama-
Of Tramtulently forging witness 
claims erre.
to defraud the state of
 Keotoicity.
It Is probable that no effort wil
l be
made to prosecute him.
125 Bills Pass.
Measures that passed du
ring the
session of the legislature 
are as fob
McGlone Pays State.
Atty, Gen. Logan received 
a check
from .J. E. McGlone, former
 circuit
clerk of Carter county, for 
$7.S41:74.
This amount covers the mo
ney that
Whenever You Need a Central Tonle
Take Grove's
-.The Old Standard GrovelTaste
less
chill Tonic is equally valuable as
 a Gen-
eral Tonic because It contains t
he well
ILISCIVai tonic properties of V
GININE and
IRON. It acts on the Liver, 
Drives out
Malaria, Enriches the Blood and Builds
up the Whole System. SO cents.
Explained.
The Ancient Mariner shot the 
alba-
tross
"I mistook it for a neutral cana
ry,'
he explained.
FIERY RED PIMPLES 
bat k guarantee that each 
spoonful
will clean your sluggish liter 
better
than a dose of nasty calomel
 and that
Li eon't make you sick-
Dodson's Liver Tone is reai liver
medicine. You'll know It ne
xt morn-
ing, because you will wake up fee:-
lug line, your liver will 
be working,
your headache and dizzine
ss gone,
your stomach Will be sweet and your
bowels regalisr._
nodson't Lt*er--Tone entirety
vegetable, therefore harmless an
d
cannot salivate. Give it to-
your chil-
dren. Millions of people are
 using
Dodson's Liver Tone instead o
f dan•
gerous calomel now. Your drug
gist
will tell you that the sale of calomel
is almost stopped entirely here.
ed and Healed- by Cutlourit
and Ointment. Trial Free.
Smear the affected skin with Cuticura
Ointment on end of finger. Let it re-
main five to ten minutes. Then wash
off with plenty of Cuticura Soap and
hot water. Dry without irritation.
Nothing like Cuticura 'Tor all skin
troubles from infancy to age.
Fr* • sample each by mail with Book.
'Athlete's osestreedosentiettra. Depio-Le,
Boston. Sold everywhere.-Adv.
Americans Great Match Users.
"Every man. woman and -child 
in
this country an overage of ten
matches each day," remarked
 J. A.
Hunter of New York, representative of
a large match company. "It is es-
timated that the matchlnanufac
turers
of the United States turn o
ut every
day more than 1,700,000,000 ma
tches.
Of this output 1,000.000.00 are con-
sumed in this country. Our 
people
nave come to be very extravagant
 in
the use of matches. A decade ag
o a Priam 
2.5c, 50c and $1.00
OR WRITS
AM Dealers C. C. liarderdSYRACUSE. N.Y
Privilege Denied Them.
"lieu's a-Picture of a woman golf
champion."
"I see. Aneshe looks almost 'dace-
tut"
-Why shouldn't she look eracefol?"
"I guess it's because 
golf cham-
pions Cannot consistently a
dopt the
pose made famous by Ann
ette Keller-
man."
Close B. Palmer has been
 leader of
a church choir at Maole Grov
e, Tenu.,
for the past f.8 years.
_
To keep clean and healthy t
ake Dr.
Piercee Pleasant Pellets: They
 regulate
liter, bowels and. •tomschl-Ad
v.
Girls will be girls-if they can'
t be
married women
To Cleanse
Rusty Nail
Wounds
Always Get
It to the
Bottom
pipe smoker might keep his pi
pe ire-
ing by way of the kitchen fire
 and a
pipe lighter; today he wouldn't thin
k
of it. The greater use of cigare
ttes
also has increased the consumpt
ion
of matches, as have gas and ga
seline
stoves, which are continually turne
d
off and relighted.
"There has been an increased manu-
facture of patent lighters and a new
style of gas stove with patent lighte
r
attached, and these have helped to cut
the sale of matches, but only to a
small extent.",
Easy Victim. .•
"You seem to be in a melancholy
mood this morning."
"Yes, I've been thinking about the
thousands of poor fellows being killed
in Europe."
"Still, that isn't your fault."
"I know it, but you see. I don't own
any war stocks and there is nothing
to prevent my yielding to acute de-
pression."
MORE THAN EVER
Increased Capacity for Work Since
Leaving Off Coffee.
Many former coffee drinkers who
nave menial work to perform day af-
ter day, have found a better capac
ity
and greater endurance by using Pos-
tern instead of coffee. An Ulinbi
s
woman writes:
"I had drank coffee for about twenty
years, and finally had what the doctor
called 'coffee heart.' I was nervous 
and Nin
e times in ten when the liver is
Ed Age and Death
tartteLiver
Year Fryer is the Saaitary Depart-
meet el year bet,. Vibes it gees
wren/ yew whole system becomes
poisoned tad ewer vitakty is weakened.
The best remedy is
Dr. Thacher's Liver
and Blood Syrup
A punka, velretable compound. Laxative
and tonic in effect.. It cleans out your
body, and pets enemy nits your wind and
arisellis. We reconsessed this loerely be-
etle** we know from many 3 ears' expos-i-
deas that It is effective.
Keep • bottle In your bane. 60e and $I
St your &sada.
TEACHER MEDICINE CO.,
CRATTAN99GA. TOM
'For Galls, Wire
Cuts, Lameness,
Strains, Bunches,
Thrush, Old Sores,
Nail Wounds, Foot Rot,
Fistula, Bleeding, Etc., Etc.
Made Since 1846. 
Ask A:vtbtoltly
Make the Liver
Do its Duty
taxes in fonrsoectaere ettere.
To Provide for collection of 
delinquent
right the stomach and bowels are right.
T. provide for progressive tat on In- extremely despo
ndent: had little men-
h°Trietanlreense. itinerant mereavanto
lco autborize municipal water and light
lows: . - plants to *Ripp
ly products to ottor rtires.
Anti-pans act. .. 
, To make initial carrier table to holder
To permit counties containi
ng second. of 1,:11 of woo,
for sor,,ro .
.cuies cities to acquire law 
lit.rattee. To amend civil code to enforcem
ent of
To provide for stenographe
r in State Hors, o
inspector and temominer a cone.
, ._ Ti. require corponetiohs organized ,
prior
To amend state tohilition o
f textbook. to present constitutioa upon an-tendin
g
limiting change:I to three branc
hes in ane their erticles in any way
 to pay orgont-
en* year 
ravion aoa.
'To ereete Afire of Maori:a of Loui
sville To fi•QIIIIV graded districts 
to maintain
Police Court 
high schooie .it- pay tuition and to pro
ttde
Tv...regulate terms •of eldfliit cou
rt 111 for abolishing graded diatoms..
the Twenty-first Ibietriet. 
To authorise J. II-. Ray te sue Indite` for
-To regaitate -tirm----of,--howitus....ci
rcuit t r.i
Court in the Sixth restrict. 
....-
To maiie _demo-Gob of children 
tinder 14
)4,4411 of. age a febmo- . .
Ti. create state -Itirall of .tecountancy
and Ovens.- neeountants. •
To perner tmoteetalis-eitteri 
to rtnereve
Streets on the ten-year inst
allment olive:-
tel or physical strength-left; had kid- 
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
to issue coning-ate/4 as teachers to puipi
le -T
o authorize Regents of normal sohoote ney trouble and constipa
tion.
gentoebutfirmly corn
under condition of act.
To designate February Itt All legal troll- follow
ed the change from coffee to
The first noticeable benefit which .41,..0 :iatsizuytyl.iver to
day in vaanmemoration of Lincoln's Birth-
el - 
Postum was the improved action of Cures C
mthye hkeidaneyasmaionnd wboawseglsrealun ytwimopwroermeks l
isiresosi paHeackdootiacon.o.he, o.
and my nerves steadier, o
"Then 1 became less despondent, and Distress After Eatiag.
and the desire to be active again
showed proof of renewed physical and
.DRGILPuititneSMAmustit DUSE.bear Signature
To aPProtiriatP TS:nrf TI%!,-Kr.nturIrr -Nor-
mal and Ind us trio'. lust i cute
Ti' prohibit deelaring hank dividendt
'twit 81)Tphis equalo_1-11.11tr--c?._ni.
To regulate veterinarians.
, To %teener raving honor' coole
rs.
To ituttiorise,_seeonil-elass city fichooi
To permit etenpeting telepho
ne lines to too,-de ti,144•414V-1P44.44-14441
4-1` fund_
consolidate.. emending Sectio
n .101 of the To moire mod
 oontrlicts to is. let tø
l'onatit upon. • .
 lowest and beat bieideso. .
vernereSpeer corrupt pracIlee„act 
rimim-5-4.. Hort Counta- Set
Hutelo-raft soittotapute ,Oir 
the, Greoete I eat in Him image cOmnerio• 
•
°Tie ;permit looiinville to vet part 
3
rent, of levy .tor eupport of
 , orate
act pra*vidiam Mt erection of
Othool•biulding in 
'
To Mettle's. thoo-of tesi
dioaroCaecon
Coon in Tivento-ninth
To permit eehicie ileense in 4.410
CARTE
LTTILE
IVER
PILLS.
mental strength
"I formerly did mental work and had
to give It up on account of coffee,
 but
since using Postern I am doing hard
mental labor with bees feoigues" Name
given by Postern Cia..Hattle mak
Mich.
Postuni-comes in two forma: -
Poston' Cereal-the original form-
must be well boiled, lfic and 25c pack-
ages.
Instant Postioni-a soluble powder-
di/Naives quickly In a cult of hoewa-
ter. and, with cream and sugar. makes
a delicious berrrage instantly. 30c and °Hunt 's Cure" is abeolutety Stead
ióf
operate in another 'anima :mains yell- 
tow abovt um mane VW eu p.
11 
I sec tins.
- Both forms are 'squally delirious and 4 err any Sktn Disease, ae-pon-hase. pnqe
cheerfully refunded. Sold ever where
to cure Itch, Rearms, Riegwertn, *letter.
sit. Aro um. to. lleterner wntu'ut.cest- • Ts reaulstr let? -At e_%eiLif :. 43.1
411141t4.,
rieloolone lo arindie roil bon
a Issile,
To urieeidet.riisitiotiotnent- inf-
nntariesi Douai Neaten there. •Tbtra's a Reaton" for Postum - fc'r 10Ck. a b
na. ot write. A. B. Rickard*
. 3--aOld by Grocers b
led.„ wino Co.. Sherman. Tana&
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.
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Pemodlo. Stud •
ep.,:re 5444 •must*
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A prrfrct Remedy fur Coasts*
lion. Solt. Sloinneh.lharrhotit.
Worms. Feverishness and
Loss or SLEEP.
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Children-foe Farm Work.
The Kent (England) education coni-
mittee has again decided to r
elease
children twelve years of age and 
up-
wards from school attendance for 
eno
0:en:pent in agriculture during 
the
summer months. Children of not les
s
than twelve years of age are „els
e to
be released this year for employdr
ent
In home duties if thereby their moth
-
ers can be employed in agriculture.
lilt, 44, d • -
•
•
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•
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OFFICIALS WILL
CASTORIA ENFORCE LID LAW
For Infants and Children.
Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria
Always
Bears the
gigna
of
In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years
CASTOR!
WOMAN'S CROWNING GLORY
is her hair. if yours 1 -streaked with.
ugly, grizzly, gray hairs, use "La Cre-
ole" Hair Dressing and change it in
the natural way. Price $1.00.--Adv.
• _
Her idea.
"Do you think Chen>. Primrose ever
'thinker
-If he does, he takes pains to bide 
the sack."
IL" i Theodore Roosevelt was
All things come with the waiter who 1 eat man ever e
lected to the
of the United States.
res osove.o. 444.444pairv. dem Imes 4140.1.
No Barber Sill to Pay.
There Is a barber's shop in Cape
Town at which Sir Leander Starr
 Ja-
meson can always have a haircut 
and.
shave for nothing. Years ago
 "Doc-
tor Jim:" thenotoorliactice. 
attended
the barber's wife during a d
angerous
illness. Through his skill she 
recov-
ered. The husband was deeply
 grate-
ful: but he was not in a tiosi
tion to
pay. Instead, he offered to g
ive "Doc-
tor Jim" e free haircut and 
shave
for the rest of his life. When
ever Sir
Isearule.o. cope _191S1.1. he goes to
the shop, and the barber carries Out'
his bargain,
LIQUOR DEALERS WILL HAVE TO
OBEY NEW STATUTE, SAYS
ATTORNEY GENERAL,
LOOPHOLES ARE NOT FOUND
Sheriff Is To Bo Called When City
Offielals Fail in Their Duties-Law
,
To Be Construed in Detail. .
titifei•iiii i'iiiFossanufnee.y
Frankfort. -Atty. lien. Logan su
p-
plemented the statement given ou
t by
Gov. Stanley recently that the Sun
day-
closing laws in Kentucky would b
o
rigorously enforced. 'The men
 in the
liquor business will be compelled to
obey the 'law under the provisions of
the Ilutatcraft screen bill" !laid Att
y.
Gen. Logan. "If they figure on loop
-
holes to escape. or It they think the
law - will not be enforced they will be
"disappointed. for- the governor lagi
'laid lie would rigorously enforce the
law, and he will have my assistanc
e
in whatsoever way that he can. This
law will close ̀ the saloons on Sunday
,
or put the men out of business wh
o
violate it."
Attorney Thomas P. Carothers, New-
port, accompanied by Jules Plummer
,
of that city. were . here to get Att
y.
like Logan to construe that 
section
of the law which imposes the duty
upon the sheriff to .enforce the law.
They discussed every feature of tha
t
portion of the bill. and Atty. Gen
.
Logan told them the sheriff would b
e
called-on lc* enforce the law in 
the
city only when the mayor and chief o
f
police failed or refused to. do t
heir
duty. or when a complaint was made
WidW1e the-sheriff-1w
 affidavit.
Atty. Gen. Logan will construe the
law In detail. He was asked to con-
strue the law in writing, as the may
-
ors, chiefs of police and otheroatillee
ri
in cities in which liquor is pold. see
k
to know what their full duty will 
be.
The only prosecuting officers ment
ion-
ed in the law are the commonwealth'
s
attorney antl,the county attorney. The
city attorneys and the city prosec
utor
ayloo. lits the _pollee coprt work have
been left out of -ffiejobTITOTiriir
bill. The question has arisen w
hether
the police courts will have Juris
diction
Good Advice, to try offenses under 
the law, as the
"I intend to bag an heiress." second offense
s in all the cases pro-
"Look out that she doesn't give
 you vide for the forfeiture of license
s, and
that would, it is believed,' ta
ke the
turisdietion from the poliçç 
county
the young' courts and give it to the circuit c
ourts
presidency only.
serves an order of hash.
d•••••••••••
814•••...•••••• WS. lift
Efficiency built the Panama Canal, after inefficiency failed.
The efficiency of the Panama Canal doubled the effect
ive-
ness of the U. S. Navy without adding a ship to i
t. It
took over 8,000 miles out of the trip from New Yo
rk to
San Francisco and changed the highway between Lo
ndon
and Australia from Suez to Panama.
Efficiency insures against lost motion—it produces the 
ut-
most service out of equipment and yields the fint product, at
the least cost.
Certain-teed
ROC•fing
is an efficiency product
Every advantage that men, money and machinery c
an offer is used
to increase the production, maintain the quality arid
 lower the cost.
Each of the General's enormous mills is advan
tageously located
to serve the ends of efficient manufacttzre and qui
ck distribution.
Each is equipped with the most up-to-date m
achinery. Raw
materials are purchased in enormous quantities 
and far ahead of
the needs of manufacturing, thus guarding 
aeainst increased
cost due to idle machinery. This also insures
 favorable buying,
and the pick of the market.
Expert chemises at each mill are employed 
to select and blend the
asphalts, and ever; roll of CERTAIN-TEED 
is made under
their watchful care.
CERTAIN-TEED resists the drying-out p
rocess so destructive
to ordinary roofing, because the felt is thorou
ghly saturated with a
blvd of soft asphalts, prepared under the form
ula of the General's
board of expert chemists. It is then coated
 with a blend of harder
asphalts, which keeps the inner saturation 
soft. This makes a
rooting more pliable, and more impervidus to t
he elements than
the harder, dricaind.
CERTAIN-TED is made in rolls; also in slate-s
urfaced shingles.
There is -a -tYpe of CERTAIN-
TEED for every kind of building,
with fiat or pitched roofs, from' the
hugpsi sky-scraper to the smallest
residence or out-building.
...
General Roofing Manufacturing Cotnpany
World'. Largest Manafecterer
e of Thasering sad Buitcring Papers
te.i  yore Coy Cl.....a. Kilatieleliie 
St l eel,. fleoete Cirestisted
Piletebeetea Deo-ea Saa Freiseis
ce Casteleaati Mew Pellesso
Ina A= Mir emeeti
.
eashamead • Iliewitea
Kesiese Carp
Lanka
Seattle lksassepolie
arise,
CERTAIN-TEED is guaranteed for
S, 10 or 1 5 years, according to ply
(1,2 or 3). Experience proves that
it lasts longer. •
•
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DRINK HOT WATER AND RID
OINTS OF RHEUMATIC-RUST-
Why rheumatism and lumbago sufferers should drink phosphated
hot water each morning before breakfast
RUST
or
IRON
Just as coal, when It burns, leaves
behind a certain amount of incombus-
tible material in the form of ashes, so
the food and drink taken day after day
leaves in the alimeutarfcanalli cer-
tain amount of indtgesttbte Material,
which if not completely eliminated
each day, becomes food for the mil-
lions of bacteria which irfest the bow-
els. From this mass of left-over waste
material, toxins and ptomaine-like poi-
sons, called uric acid, is formed and
then sucked into the blood where It
Continues to circulate, collecting grain
by grain In the jointe of the body
much like rust collects on the bingo
as shown above.
Men and women who suffer from
lumbago, rheumatism or sore, stiff,
aching joints should begin drinking
phosphated hot water, not as a means
to magic relief from pain, but to pre-
vent more uric acid forming in the
system. Before eating breakfast each
morning, drink a glass of real hot
water with a teaspoonful of limestone
phosphate in it. This will first neu-
tralize and then wash out of the stom-
RUST OK
RHEUMATISM
•
•
-e -esereer.
11111 MURRAY LaDDIUIL WIINJULY. KY,
ach, liver, k dneys and bowels the pre-
vious day's accumulation of toxins and
poisons; thus, cleansing, sweetening.
and freshening the entire alimentary
canal, each morning, before putting
more food into the stomach.
A quarter pound of limestone phos-
phate costs very little at the drug
store but is sufficient to make any
rheumatic or lumbago sufferer an_en-
thusiast on the morning inside bath.
Millions of people keep their joints
free from these rheumatic acids by
practicing this daily internal sanita-
tion. A glass of hot. water with a tea-
spoonful of limestone phosphate, drank
before breakfast, is wonderfully invig-
orating; besides, it is an excellent
health measure because it cleanses the
alimentary organs of all tbe waste,
gases and sour fermentations, making
one look and feel clean. sweet and
fresh all day.
Those who try this for One wedit
may dad themseSes 'tree. fromsick
headaches, constipation, bilious at-
tacks, sallowness, nasty breath and
stomach acidity.
Unpleasant Outlook. A Question.
fla First Tommy On the trenches)— "This is the 2eth of February, isn't
WoCcher lookin' so blue abaht, Bill? it?"
Second Tommy—Jest got a letter "It is"
from the missus, ter say 'er sister is "There's one thing I can't figure'
puttla' up wiv 'er Lad 'as got the out."
eeees'elli 4t-* t,-art a go. it wilt "Whale
me goln"ome on leave tomorrer, and "Where was I this day a year ago'
a daerous trouble like that in the and what was I doing?"
'ouse. itondon Opinion.
STOP THAT HACKING COUGH.
Mansfield _formerly Hungarian)
Cough Belem heals the inflamed and
lacerated membranes and quiets the
tickling nerves that lie underneath the
Infected portions. Invaluable for ba-
bies. Price- 25c and 60c.—Adv.
Men can't understand why women
worry over trifles and women can't un-
derstand why men do not.
DEATH LURKS IN A WEAK HEART,
so on first symptoms use eftenovine''
and be cured. Delay and pay the awful
penalty. "Renovine" is the heart's
remedy. Price $1.00 and 60o.—Adv.
A' man's intellect doesn't seem to
have anything in common with his
happiness.
Man is a mister; woman Is a mys-
tery.
/ To Build Up
After Grippe, Colds
Bad Blood
Tak 
Golden Medical Discovery because of
one of its principal ingredients—the
Golden Seal plant. It mishits the body
to manufacture rich red blood which
feeds the heart—nerves—brain and
organs of the body. *Lite organs work
smoothly like machinery running in
oil. 
You 
a bloodoufe
elclean,strong and stren-
uous. Buy 'Medical Discovcry" to-
day and in a few days you will know
that tte-Usad-Wiciss—M—Witising out, and
new, rich, pure blood Is filling your
veins and arteries.
BACKACHE, LUMBAGO
Uric acid causes backache, pains
here and there, rheumatism, gout,
gravel, neuralgia and sciatica. It was
Dr. Pierce who discovered a new
agent, called "Anuric," which will
threw out and completely eradicate
this uric acid from the system. "An-
uric" is 37 times more potent than
lithia,, and consequently you need as
longer fear muscular or articular rhea-
matism or gout, or many other dis-
eases which are dependent on urie
acid within the body.
If you feel, that tired, ororteout
feeling, backache, neuralgia.. or if your
sleep le disturbed by too frequent uri-
nation, go to your best drug store and
ask for Doctor Pierce's Anurlo Tab-
lets, full treatment 50c. or send 10
cents for a trial package of "Anuric"
Tablets to Dr. Pierce, Invalids' Hotel.
Buffalo, N. Y.
The Soldier's Estimate.
A member of the first Canadian eon-
tingent, writing home, !says: "I guess
the first seven years of this war are
going to be the worst."--Canadian
American.
How to Talk to the Wounded.
"What the bodies can't stand, you
know. ma'am, is cold steel."
"Yes, I suppose It gets very cold
this time of the year."—London Punch.
Vey Eartse atter Eaaseatve as Cala.
Cutting Winds and Dust_ It Restores.
Throw Off Colds sad Preeeat Grip. . Refreshes sod Promotes Eye Health.
111'S 1110,40 leiN114111. Itirb.• 'nu f."1 • "4 •••11•41 oil* •take' Cio,o4 for sill Eyes that N
eed Caranasemer mom _
t)olds and Ot mirtme ...sow° quorum murin• Lye Remedy Co.. Chicago,l t
W. Ultue• adirsasatssa bes.161. Sends Eye Book awa request_
— —
Women never criticize the grammar However, many of us are for my
of men who pay them compliment& brand of reform :hat's fashionable.
A mule has one admirable trait; he Potters are not the only people who
refuges to stand for flattery. make family jars
Bolivar Women Endorse " Outside"
Treatment For Children's Colds
burns, bruises, stings, piles and same
I 
cuter soreness.
lestoad of Dosing Delicate Little Stain- Mrs. Porter says—"Vap-o-Rub la
ache They R.commeid the Ezisma very fine for sore throat, rheumatism.
etc. I take pleasure In recommend-
ing IL"
Mrs. JaC1131.11 say—'I
several bottles of Vick's
and have found it better
cal medicines"
Mrs. Ferrel writes--"We have given
Vap-O-Rub • fair trial and find It ex-
cellent for croup, colds, sore threat.
ete. it Is certainly fine for children. We
have also found It very good in cases
of sunburn, fever sores and muscu-
lar rheumatism." Three sixes, itSc. See
or $I 00.
NOTICE:—Last winter, In order to
acquaint their customers with Vap-0-
'Rub, a number of drugelsta through-
out the state presented complimentary
Jars to a few of their customers, on
. condition that theiy give this prepara-
tion • thorough trial and re=the
have used
Vap-O-Rub,
than inter"
results, By kind permission ree
inflammations of the air peasages and Forts are how oems woo ase-spas spie
lunge, such as bead colds, catarrh, du ot ad"rtimmellts•
asthmatic troubles, bronchitis and
deep chest colds—down to [Dilemma-
Uons of the skin and Ussuali, Mick as
Treatmest
Mrs. N. J. IsINQ'a and Mrs. J.
..accines, of Bolivar. Ma. sad Mrs. M.&
Ferrel, on Rural Route No. 2, like all
intelligent mothers, believe internal
medicines are bad for children, and
yet cold troubles must have some kind
of treatment. When Vick* Vap-O-Rub
wee introduced here from the South
hut aeasqn these ladies found It filled
thin need exactly. VapO-Rub is
a salve, which, when applied to the
warmth oe the body, Is vaporized by
the body beat. These vapors, inhaled
with each breath, care; the medication
through the air passages to the lungs,
and, in addition, Vick's teabsorbed
through the skin, relleiring the tight-
ness and soreness. This two told
*felon makes Vap-O-Rub usefel for
• wide variety of infiammatione—from
VAIP-0 giuAh.lbsie
WELL-LIKED DAINTIES
COMPECTiOh• THAT ARE LIGHT
  AND TOOTHSOME.
Excellent for the Breakfast or Lunch.
eon Table—Sweet French Buns
One of the Best—Good Recipe
for Dinner Rolls.
Sweet French Buns. — One cake
yeast, one cupful milk, scalded and
cooled, one-quarter cupful lukewarm
water, one tablespoonful sugar, four
cupfuls sifted flour, one-quarter cup-
ful sugar, three tablespoonfuls butter,
one •.one-half teaspoonful lemon
extract, one teaspoonful salt.
Dissolve yeast and one tablespoon-
ful sugar in the lukewarm liquid. Add
enough flour to make an ordinary
sponge—about one and one-half cup-
rule. Beat until perfectly smooth.
Cover and set aside in a warm place
to rise for fifty minutes, or until light.
Add sugar and butter creamed, egg
beaten, lemon extract and about two
and one-half cupfuls of flour, or enough
to make a moderately soft dough, and
the salt with (hit_ LIM of the flour.
Knead until smooth and elastic. Place
In greased bowl, cover and set aside
in a warm place to rise until double
in bulk- about one hour. Turn out on
board and shape as clover-loaf rolls,
or any fancy twist. Let rise until
light, about one hour. Bake In hot
oven fifteen mieutes.
Oatmeal Muffins.—Qtte cake yeast.
oneeeperter Inkeenuni water1
three tablespoonfuls sugar, two table-
spoonfuls butter, one cupful hot milk,
pne cupful rolled oats, one-half cupful
whole wheat flour, one-half cupful
sifted white flour, one teaspoonful
salt.
Boil oats and butter in milk one
minute. Let stand until lukewarm.
Dissolve yeadt and sugar in lukewarm
water: and etirthine the two mixtures.
Add flour and salt, and beat well. The
batter should be thick enough to drop
heavily from the spoon. Cover and
let rise until light, about one hour, in
a moderately warm place. Fill well,
greased muffin pans two-thirds fulL
Let rise about forty minutes, bake
twenty-five minutes In a moderately
hot oven.
Dinner Rolle.—One cake yeast, one
awful milk,. scalded sad cooled, one
tablespoonful sugar, three cupfuls
sifted flour, white of one egg, two
tablespoonfuls lard or butter, melted, stacked against him. He is
 the only
'one-half teaspoonful salt. man among the
 Republicans who has
Dissolve yeast and sugar in hike-
come out squarely and declared that
had he been president be would have
pursued a different policy from what
the peesident hag pursued. Ile is
openly anti-Wilson.
"I am confident we shall win, for
while there may be opposition to the
o:4•=sorr-.
_ • -
WITH THE PRESIDENT
Small Doubt That the Country
Will Uphold Him.
Minnesota Politician Gives Convincing
Reasons Why Democratic Victory
In the Coming Election is a
Practical Certainty.
-warm milk. Add one and one-half
-cupfuls flour and beat until smooth,
-then add white of egg, well beaten,
lard or butter. remainder of flour. or
enough to make a moderately firm
dough, and the salt. Knead lightly,
using as little flour in kneading as president, while he may not 
be so 
as he was in the fall of 1914, he is 
pop-
Warpossible. Place in well-greased bowl.
Cover and set to rise in a warm place, still s
trong with the people. The great
free from draft, until double in bulk_ moral
 force of the nation is with the
about two hour& Mold into rolls the presi
dent."
size of walnuts. Place in well-greased
pans, protect from draft, and let rise
one-half hour, or until light. Glaze
with white of egg, diluted with water.
Bake ten minutes in a hot oven.
English Bath Buns. — Two cakes
yeast, one-half cupful milk, scalded
and cooled, one tablespoonful sugar,
one-half cupful butter, melted, four
eggs, four cupfuls sifted flour, one-
half teaspoonful salt, five tablespoon-
fuls sugar, one cupful almonds,
.e.horeed•
Dissolve yenta and one tablespoon-
ful sugar in lukewarm milk. Add but-
ter, egg!' unbeaten, flour gradually.
and the salt, beating thoroughly. This
mixture should be thick, but not stiff
enough to handle. Cover and let rise1_
in warm plates one and one-half hoarse
or until light. Sprinkle balance of
sugar and almonds over top, mix very
lightly and drop into well greased muf-
fin pans. Cover and let rise until
light, which should be in about one-
half hour. Bake fifteen to twenty min-
utes in a moderately hot oven. These
buns should be rough in appearance.
Fred B. Lynch of St. Paul. Demo-
cratic national committeeman for Min-
nesota, whose name has been frequent-
ly mentioned as probable chairman of
the national cemmittee, denied in ap
Interview at WaellinIttea that he had
apnounced he would not serve in that
pbsition A report from the West was
to the effect that neither Chairman Mo-
Combs nor Mr. Lynch would direct the
campaign of the president in the event
of Wilson's nomination at St. Louis.
"The selection of a chairman of the
national committee Is a matter to be
decided, in my opinion, after the Re-
publican convention Is held," said Mr.
Lynch. "The action of the Republic-
ans should and probably will Influence
the choice Of _a chairman of the Demo-
cratic committee. If Roosevelt should
be nominated, for instance, it might be
wise to name one man to direct the
campaign against him. while If Root
were the choice of the Republicans or
Burton or Weeks another Democrat
would likely be better fitted to act as
chairman of the Democratic commit-
tee. I have no idea what may hap-
:pen. hut 1 have never said I would not
accept the chairmanship if offered me.
"The Democrat who goes into the
campaign with the idea that the party
Is going to win without a struggle Is a
very foolish Democrat," continued Mr.
Lynch. "It's going to be a very bard-
fought campaign. The president has
opposition in some sections undoubted-
ly. I have not talked with him since
early in January, bit! I have no doubt
that he has never entertained the
thought of not meeting the call of his
party. lie will be nominated without
opposition, but I realize that it is go-
ing to be a stubbornly fought contest
from the time the candidates are
named until the election.
"The dominant issue? The big issue
of the campaign will be"the president
himself. And it is for this reason that
; believe Colonel Roosevelt will be
named by the fieptibliein Party, though
the cards Just now appear to be
Raisin Pie.
Add to one quart of boiling water
two dessert spoonfuls of cornstarch
dissolved in half cupful of cold water,
add half cupful sugar or more if pre-
ferred sweet), level teaspoonful of salt.
butter size of a walnut, two table-
spoonfuls vinegar or juice of one
lemon. Add one pound seeded raisins.
Let set while you are mixing ,your
crusts. This makes two good-alsed
pies.
Icing That Will Keep Soft.
Add a pinch of baking powder to the
whites of the eggs that you are go-
ng to use in your white frosting for
kes. Do this before beating them.
Then pour the boiling hot *imp over
the beaten whites in the usual way
and your icing will not get hard.
Almond Cookies.
Yolks of six eggs, one and one-half
cupfuls of sugar, three-quarters of
cupful of butter, one cupful of almonds
chopped; one tablespoonful of cinna-
mon, three cupfuls of flour. Beat well,
drop small spoonfuls on a well-greased
pan and bake lightly.
Sauce for Cutlets and Croquettes.
Two and a half tablespoonfuls of
butter, one-fourth cupful cornstarch or,
one-half rueful of flour, one cupful
milk, orie-foutlb teaspoonful salt, few
grains-of pepper
Foamy -Pudding Sauce.
Have one cupful of milk boiling
beat two Ilitts-and one 'cupful 'uses.
until light, stir into hotting milk and
set in 'loam of teakettle 16 or Iv
minutes.
'
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Too Clearly Partisan.
The speech of Eithu Root is accept-
ed by Republican papers and leaders
as the "keynote" of the campaign by
which the G. 0. P. will seek to regain
control of the country. It is worthy,
perhaps, of such an honor, being
marked by all the adroitness of argu-
ment and all the eloquence of lan-
guage for which Mr. Root is famous;
it states the Republican case better
than anyone else could 'hope to state
it; and yet, it falls to satisfy the can-
did reader.
It fails to satisfy, because it as an
address of partisanship rather than
of patriotism: because Mr. Root clear-
ly is thinking more or party advantage
than-of -national security-, because tee
ablest and in some respects the most
high-minded leader the Republicans
possess cannot refrain from trying to
get help for the ancient tariff graft
out of the present world-wide calam-
ity.
How About it?
Some of the largest textile mills
of New England have sold their en-
tire product almost a year in advance,,
and at high prices
Are these, perchance, the mills
whose ownersare bowling themselves
hoarse about the "danger- to Ameri-
can Industries. after the war ends, and
demanding the election of a Repub-
lican congress to re-enact the good old
Aldrich tater:.
Two Views of the Situation.
Before the outbreak of toe Euro-
pean war the disastrous effects of
this ( Democratic1 tariff were already
felt throughout the land.—New York
Republican Platform.
And before the outbreak of the Eu-
ropean war, or in 1907-S, the far mora
disastrous effects of the Republican
tariff were already felt throughout the
land.
The President Is President,
President Wilson is evidently com-
mitted to the theory that there is room
for only one president at a time in
Washington.—Chicago Herald.
Record Prices for Wool.
It is worth noting that under the
Democratic police of free wool and a
moderate tariff on woolen goods the
American Woolen'eoniPanY for the
first time began to pay dividends On
Its common stock, which probably rep-
resents little enderlying value. Such
an outcome does not Jibe With, the
prophecies "of Senator ,Penrose and
yi,her _preniv_As. is: .......
eating ecoiterliWilat
wool is now higher thau it has bees
since the Civil war.
Hair Turns White Ni • Night.
That hair ever turns white in a sin-
gle night has been emphatically de
riled by some doctors, In spite of his-
toric instances -such as that of Marie
Antoinette--to the contrary. But 1)oc-
tor Leber called the attention of the
Societe Welk:ale des ilopitaux of
Paris to an actual ease. It was that
of a young French soldier who was
blown into the air by a mine and
buried in the earth, frian which he
extricated himself with difficulty.
The man was deafened by the deto-
nation, his face was burned, and there
were several bruises on his head. He
was taken to a neighboring hospital,
where the following day he noticed
four islets of white hair on the fronto-
parieto-occipital region of his head.
The lee, oteeler wail complete from
the roots to the ends of hairs, an
the white hairs were as firmly in his
scalp as their brown neighbors.
ott.
GUARD YOUR FAMILY
PESUNA protects the family
against --coughs, colds, catarrh,
brim chill's, catarrh of the stomach,
liver and kidneys. It is just as
sure to relieve a case of catarrh of
the bowels as it is a case of catarrh
of the head.
Anyone suffering from catarrh,
severe or mild, acute or chronic, in
any organ or part of the human
body, should at once get a bottle of
PERUNA,
As soon as the value of reERUNA
is fully appreciated in every house-
hold, both as a preventive and a
relief from catarrhal affections,
thousands. alry.0 will be
saved and hundreds of thousands
of chronic lingering cases will be
prevented. l'EiteNA, indeed, is a
household safeguard.
There are more than 7e100 men in A course of PERUNA never fails
Paris who are blind as a result of in- to bring relief in such cases, since
juries sustained in the war. there is no remedy like it, as
thousands of people have testified.
A woman doesn't realize her strength 1P•rosta Tablet. are sow available
until she discovers •- man's weakness. In eosivenleas has, Easy to take.
ell lice
nvalido
Now in Good Health Through Use
of-Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound. Say it h Household
Necessity. Doctor _called it a
Miracle.
, All women ought to know the wonderful effects of
taking Lydia E.,Pinkham's Vegetable Compound even on.
those who seetifilopelessly ill. Here are three actual easPs:
Harrisburg, Penn.—" When I was single I suf-
• 
fered a great deal from female weakness because
my work compelled me to stand all day. I took
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for that
and was made stronger by its use. After I was
married I took the Compound again for a female
trouble and after three months I passed what the
doctor called a growth. He said it SCRS a miracle
that it came away as one generally goes under
the knife to have them removed. I never want to
be without your Compound in the house." — Mr-n,
FRANK KNoin., 1042 Fulton St., Harrisburg, Penn.
Hardly Able to Move.
Albert Lea, Minn.—" For about a year I had sharp pains across
my back and hips and was hardly able to move around the house.
My head would ache and I was dizzy and had no appetite. After
taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and Liver Pill; I
am feeling stronger than for years. I have a little boy eight months
old and am doing my work all alone. I would not be without your
remedies in the house as there are none like them."— Mrs. P. E.
YOST, 611 Water St., Albert Lea, "Minn 
Three Doctors Gave Her Up.
- Pittsburg, Penn.—" Your medicine has helped
me wonderfully. When I was a girl 18 years old I
was always sickly and delicate and suffered from
Irregularities. Three doctors gave me up and said
I would go into consumption. I took Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and with the third
bottle began to feel better. I soon became regular
aid I got strong and shortly after I was married.
Now I have two nice sfAnit healthy children and am
able to work hard every day."— Mrs. CLEMENTINA
Drarauxo,34 Gardner St.,TroyIlill, Pit tsburg, Penn.
/An women are invitedlarwrIte to the Lydia lik-PlakbareMedi-
dzie Co., Lynn, Mass., for special advice,—It will be confidential
Synthetic Eggs.
An Austrian scientist of Graz' Is
said to have been making synthetic
eggs. lie has been able to - xtract.ths-
albumen contained in the blood of
bulloeks, sheep, pigs and other _ante -
male slaughtered for human consump- TRY THE OLD RELIABLE
Don, and to present it in such a form
that it has no trace of its origin, ei-
ther in taste or smell. As prepared
by his system, it is a coarse, yellow
powder to which be has given the
MALARIA C1. 411-26- &name of haematalb. His process has For FEVER
already been applied in a number of A FINE GEMAAIL ITRINGTRENDefly0Ble
German and Austrian abattoirs. and
of the ctntral empires as a substitute
haematalb is in use in, many kospit:.1 Get This FREE
for eggs. It dissolves in water, and :64,....2sap. Magnificentcan also be used in the preparation of '
pastry and other dishes
HAIR BALSAM
• toilet pros:wanton of merit.
Blips to ors4icsiodandro2.
IF., Itostarins Cabs sad
BeastateGruyarFedeatesir
No. sag LOOM
STOP THOSE SHARP SHOOTING PAINS
"Femenina" is the wonder worker for all . lid SO Agency for Your Territory
feme.e disorders. Price Si.00and5oc. Adv. Get a Car Free and qualify to make $3000
to $5000 a year and no in the Automot.le Bud-
Even the man who Is tired ofseleis 4pn.eeeee- AAutoPesto  tr).zwv.rs,rifuLt„ qude,ktads_abattre• sryoZ
world is seldom in a hurry to move OD tga-16. m taken. Address me lam tem _Loth
to the next.
sum MOTOR COLLZGC, be.'
nt.
- NUM sismoursUssNCIit Mal awl Chtt••• Anions. 1.30011041.1111.
W. N. U., MEMPHIS, NO. 13-11111.
iLii WrERSM lTN
CHILL 'TONIC
Lion t blame a girl for assuming a
striking attitude when she s trying to
make a hit.
BUSH
via)MotorCar
1 ADIES: GOtnleiIc'C7tPiltemictinstit'ut io'tfirl ;if Sit
cerware free.,hv savine the trade mak .signature
Shitini:r on cat-Alp:0:4;e of
SKiNNERS
Nta.. ot Skintser.a 10.al
that takes tot place it ltiiiti isrieeli Meat cllAtic. • ean
:):•• Jitferent • wasa. Drop us atal 111k t% for 1.1111 l.
. I i Aftrial :iti-paate atVerr
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Murray Furniture and Undertaking Co.
Furniture, Stoves, Caskets, Coffins, Robes,
B. F. Schroader, Manager, Murray, Ky. - Both Phones.
Try us when in need of a Bedstead, either wood or iron, Dresser, Mattress, Safe, Dining Ta-
ble, Library Table, Davenport, Druggett; Rugs, Rocking chili, Dining Chairs, Stoves, Trunks,
Glassware, Queensware, Graniteware or anything for the living room, kitchen or dining TOM.
UNDERTAKING DEPARTMENT:
• •
.•
We do not want to take advantage of your emotional state of mind, but there is just as much
a business-sicle-to---thivluestion as there is in any other commodity. We think it just as much
right to look after your savings in this line as in any other, so don't forget that we carry. the finest
line of Caskets and kindred Funeral Supplies that is to be had in Western Kentucky, and we are
not backward. in quoting prices. In fact, we can see no reason for with-holding quotations in this
line anymore than on a suit of furniture. -Note the following prices:
It We Will Sell Until Further Notice at the Following Prices:
Oft 1 
No. 1 Coffin, our price $10.00, usually sold at $15.00.
No. 2 Coffin, our price $12.00, usually sold at $20.00.
No. 3 Coffin, our price $15.00, usually sold at $25.00.
No- 4 Coffin, our price $20,00 usually sold at $35.00.
No. 5 Coffin, our Price $25.00, usually sold at $40.00.
No. 6 Coffin, our price $30.00, usually sold at $50.00.
No. 7 Coffin, our price $35.00, usually sold at $60.00.
No. 8 Coffin, our price $40.00, usually sold at $65.00.
. No. 9 Coffin; our price -$91.00, usually sold at $75.00.
Metalic Caskets, our price $150.00. usually sold at $200.00
4t S . BURIAL VAULTS AS LOW AS $30.00
4t.
•
' • t
•
•
•
••••
Don't Forget That We Have First Class Embalming Done.
Now if vou wanted .a casket that is usually sold for $50, why riot come here and
buy it for $30-0T-$35, or one usually sold for $75 get it here for $50, and so on.
If you were going to buy a fine piece of furniture for one of your family would you go
to just one place and get what they might have on hand or would you get the best in
town for the money? •• •• ••
Why Not Get the BEST Casket, You Should, Don't You Think S
TRY US AND SEE 
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Paducah 's Greatest
11;11-in( ry Store--
•
1is'es issesY am
9 tc, 12
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if 'e fun( Your
- Eares to and
Front Paducah -
OUR Dos 1..‘y TRINI ME!)
HATS 13 PROBABLY THE LARU-
E:3T IN WESTERN Kl.TUCK
ENT: _FLUOR_ _ssissre»
1.1 ‘111,1.1.; i:EADGELvz
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317 BROADWAY
Our Showing of Spring's Prettiest
Suits, Coats, Dresses
--Novir-Awairs- Your Visit—
"Bright Brotheri" iia Paducah house with facilities broad
enough to go and bring -forth the e
the styles. Our cases are now all aglow with these manybeav-
tiful garments—and it will be a treat for you to see the sparkling array,
which awaits your inspection.
A Comprehensive Showing of
New Spring Suits'at
$15 to $45
•
Beautiful New Spring
Silk Dresses at OR
$7.50 t() $29.75
( :OATS—in \\ hitc, rose, copen and na‘
. • • • • • ....-,-..e..-.-.-....-...-.-.-._.-.-..-..-. -•
Notice. !having been contracted duringsh fee year 1913 and-prior ki-that
We, L. A. L. Langston, judge date and warrants issued at that
There are many well advert's-of the Calloway County Court, time which are still unpaid.
clerk, by zug.....--Aa.all itulow made and netice.+.11d...kiiney remedies on the mars
thority of the Fiscal Court, have given to all parties holding war- ket, but none so well recommen-
this dav issued bonds in the sum rants of any kind against Cal- ded in this vicinity as Doan's
of $25,000 with which to pay the loway County to present same to Kidney Pills. Read the state-
outstanding indebtedness of Cal- the county judge for record' and ment of a resident of Paris.
Ioway county. This indebtedness payment. No warrant or claim Mrs. J. 3-.-towry, 312 Thomp-
 slotany character whatever will son stteet, Paris, Tenn., says:  
Is 
—
liear interest after this date. e 'l  suffered for years of week
Given under my hand this 15thstidneys. The trouble'started by
day of March, 1916. having backache and I was weak
Eggs for Sale. and sore. Often".my back hurt
; 'so much th t I o ld hardl bend
• • • .4 •-••••••••-•••••••••••••••••••
AVOW IMAMS.
AeWORD FOR MOTHERS
Eggs from pure bred White
China-Ceese, '$1.00 per 6; Wad
E.mulsion overcomes just such conditions. Mallard Ducks, $1.00 per 13.
It possesses in concentrated • form the Silver Lace Wyandottes and Sin-very elements to invigorate the blood,
strengthen the tissues, nourish the nerves gle Comb White Leghorn% from
 -and-intilel-atrength 
• strains.—"Mrs. LScott's is strengthening thousands of
mothers—and will help you. No alcohol. Crawford:- Lynn Grove, Ky.,
,
Chevrolet - ."Four•Ninety"
"A..Alighly Car for Mighty Little"
It is a rave mistake for mothers to neg-
lect their aches And pains and suffer in
ailence—this only leads to chronic sick-
ness and often -shortens life. -
If your work is tiring; if you t nerves are
excitablif_vou feel lativAtift weary or
depressed, you should know that Scott's
ocutt &Howse. Bloondield.N. 1 Cumb. Phone 134-3. 324*J.
ssssavssIt'
A Mighty Car
Mighty Big Power-Mighty Low
Fuel Cost--Mighty Little Prise--
-Great men made this car. Arthur Mason, father of
the valve-in-head motor. made the Chevrolet motor. Made
it so it would reduce fuel cost without besot power. Tried it -
out for three yeeas under she 'Most exhaustive tests. Today
this Chevrn!et type valve-hi-head is the answer to the guts.
• • ta:n ql r.conornyand Power.
Now add the great production .fst\eto. genuised by
W. C. Durant* B. C. liardy arid Rusiell E. Gardner. and
you. have the Mightiest Car at the Littlest Price.
a c u
Headaches were-common and
had dizzy spells, during which
my sight blurred. The kidney
secretions were irregular in pass
-sage. Doan's Kidney Pills cur-
ed me and I haven't been troubl-
ed since."
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't
simply ask for a kidney remedey-
-get Doan's Kidney Pills— the
same that cured Mrs.Lowry Fos-
ter-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo,
N.Y.
I Champion Ringlet Barred rock
eggs 75c for 15 packed, or at 50c
at home.—Sunny--SidesPoulttrys
Farm, T. J. Howard, Murray,
Rt. 1. Cumb. phone 2 on 109 J.
Meloan's Stifle Liniment.
Most every horse owner of Cal-
loway county, West Kentucky
and Tennessee, in fact, of the
entire south, doubtless semen:.
her old Dr. Antrim, of Logan.
Iowa, the .veteran'-dld pioneer
horse trainer and veterinary sur.i
geon. He covered this county inI
his practice and his reputation
as a doctor of horses is unques-
tioned. It was this same old
horse doctor, Antrim, that used
what is known as Meloan's Sti-
fle Liniment with such satisfac-
tory results in the treatment of
enlarged, swollen and stiff
joints, sprains, strains, contract-
ed tendons, week knees, hip and
stifle joint lameness, und all
lameness and unnatural swell-
ings and enlargements of the
joints and limbs., This liniment
is sold by H. P. Wear. 394.
t---- Modes to Crediters.- - -: --Parties who are indebted to
Dr. C. N. Crawford or to Craw-
ford & Jones please call and set-
tle same at earliest convenience
by note or mono.
Mrs. Jennie Crawford,
Dr. C. H. Joneg. .
____Lihe_tinie. to tak a tart is
vi.san thesv:ra nas.aing '' said the
small boy. Just take a look st t
Let George W. Downs Explain' the Above Car• Garage.the Chevrolet car at the Downs i
• •
.. ...... $5 to $35.
passing over the lands of L. A.
L. Langston, J. N. Williams, W.
L. Whitnell, Beulah Broach, C.
.H. Richardson, George Atkins,
I Bob Whitnell and Charlie Whit!
inell. Said petition will be filled
Tat the regular March term. of
talft.• Witness our has
this March 15, 191r, --C. 17. RichL
.ardson, Beulah Broach, W. H.
Broach, Joe Lancaster.
Fender Tooth Paste.
This is an antiseptic cleansing
dentifrice which, while not- at
all abrasive, will, if thoroughlyi - 
used, give a high polish to the
enamel and always leave a de-
lightful- sensation et Peffeet
cleanliness in the mouth. It is
cosmetic and prophylaticagent
of great value and one that may
be depended upon with7the ut-
most confidence.
It is more than a vacation re-
quisite— It should be classed
with the necessities. 25c at H.
P. Weartik--- - 324
What Siskens Your Horse?
When vegetation dries it is al-
ive with germs and parasites of
many kinds. It is full in insect
seggs that hatch as suon as they
-Igo_ into the stomach of . a horse;1
These parasites grow and multi- --
ply and the horse weakens and •
Notice is hereby given that
the Undersigned petitioners will
titian in the eatto
county court to open and estab-
lish a public road 30 feet wide,
beginning on the seetion
Holies to Creditors.
C. A. Hood having gold his in.
terest in the lumber business to
his partners, and in order to set-
tle the indebtedness of the old
firm, forces us to ask that each
d_exerione_owing us. to _come
in and settle Their accounts and
Dote e with us. Your prompt at-
tention to this will be appreciat-
ed, as we must save settlement
at once. Your friends,
Hood, Huirhes & Irvan.
Feedstuff of all kinds at MO
Elrath's.
Mr. Went-And-Cut-If
--Here's Mr.‘Befs•Itt
Thsrlsw-ran Corn Cure That's if
liars as the Rising San.
°Clad to meat N any' the r$sor -
to the corn. 1 bleed for you!" say,/
the corn to tile razor. Razors and
corms love cacti other. Corn* love to
becomes an easy prey to disease-____masisso_wyss.ssi 1_11310 ‘Geta•It.
B. A. Thomas' Stock Remedy is I be te.o1;..31:tcstXr.7111171( uvers'iss.
guaranteed to keep any horse if""id an,tit l'rke.crigo'a•—Satltvl•ed-Y. gro4
.1.21reear.lis.; 
now.—they
- L.it-stIt.1
free of this germ life. Not only n It instead—tt's tlie %.0riderful. simple
dose corn-cu that 
but they are strong and winter
pain. 
It °I(Irleaspi)r t4112-e corn
it keep them free of germs
;‘")::ontottlittticCgOrtrci). 
the
isstoedrnmgedOr 
torth
better. They shed earlier and riegagnssgood-nrsig ht d t (t, plasters, salve..
are always looking their best. oeiibunydoluinrg. You
can ws;t.r smalle.r shae
tween sections 27 and 28, town- This remedy is Medicine—stra"1... will come right oft ''ele'an as a whit.. healthy Heat:
ship 2, range 4. east. where the ht Medicine and costs but lit- tit. -Never ingsanuie.Torldit:Lt it;:lirgiedetys=g corn cure.
sarrosses the state roid-anditte. We sell and guarantee •the wi7
B. A.-Thomas medicines. 
re, 2.5e a bottle or egnirlS
Sexton Brothers are distribu-
tors for Murray and vicinity.
ru ing south on the said sec-
tion line until it intersects the
Murray and Boydsville road,
every-
, direct sr
-E. Lawrence &-Co„ Chicago.
Sold In Murray and recommended
a s the %% orld's best corn remedy. —
H. P. Wear.
1115SESS.M.MD,S9rAt /MIFAS_Ifirc.1-41.5.V.I4S IrAS PIE Pa: !
High Class Registered
BERKsHIRE sALE1
Murray, Ky., Monday March 27tz(
I will offer at public auction some of the high- $.4,
est class Berkshire hogs that is possible to obtain. sai)"1
Representatives of some of the most noted herds in ki
the world, some grand daughters and grand sons of
IA Premier Longfellow 68000-mid Duchess 279, both A'
; grand champions at the St. Louis World's Fair 1904. 14
Also tracing directly to Masterpiece 77000, Lord m
14 Premier, Artful Bell 30th, and Premier Longfellow's
41 Rival, a $10,000 male of Mr. Debow's at Nashville,
Tennessee.
3
0 ril
gi A
1 ti 1
IPIti ril
SA
rg  miram 3
I
1 1••••••
The offering will-iconsist mostly-of young animals, male and female,
a'bred gilt or two and a'splendid young male large enough to' begin light
service. Don't fail to see Chalyebeate Masterpiece 167744. His great
size, length and vigor will certainly make you appreciate the , superiority of
the Engligh Berkshire. He-is a 1000 pound hog in build: -SEviiiit of
this offering are his get. This hog will be on exhibition at this sale.
- Sale-Will-be Held-on- the-Schroa0er-Lot-i--
FARM7farmington, Ky.
—
ii. R. Shupe, Manager
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RURAL SCIK3OL GIILDREN
SCIENTIF
FARMERS
* N the Cook
Illinois, schools they
team arithmetic, marketing,
household chemistry, dairying
and other important Studies
-working  out practical
problems in everyday
. ppportunity
oilr children.
-Robere R. Movl
COPY/Kate etsttsti NE*SPAPER tiP44Os1
-eee 11EN little Johnnie Jones of
Niles Center. Cook county, 111-.
reaches the little red school-
house theme_ line motnings ee  
does not 'place a big red apple
on the desk of dear teacher. In-
'stead. Johnnie-lakes a couple- oteeee-
fresh eggs from each pocket of
his coat. -
Behind a table at the front of
the schoolroom the secretary of
•---1/tair-erir'sr•verr-v4ee• ai.s.ittne......41a-nac.h..
et di brought in, is written the number of its
.oiernor and the date it was laid. And during each
salomi day the eggs are packed and sent by par-
tial post. to one of the club's customers in Chl-
1ist7tr1thinette lesson in several of 'abe Cook e _
IY rurat te-hoatteeneet consists in keeping
the-reeelpts and sales ot_fresh eggs b
eloterabers of the egg clubs.
Once a week, instead of the old-fashioned re-
' view of lessons, in which the pupils had not the
tsf;:ghtest interest, the weekly remittance for egg
shipments is received and divided by the boys
among themselves in proportion to the number
J•ggs each has contributed, To them the study
err arithmetic has become a very real, important
eicsi interesting matter. All through the 150 rural
seemois of Cook county the same new spirit of
etre has been put into the dry bones .st study.
telys and girls are studying botany, for in-
seasvos, by teethe; the seed _coat which  them fa,
th.erT• are planning to plant next spring; that
/wings in again the study of percentage. And
lurti•••n father is shown that, on the average, only
del per cent of his proposed seed corn will actu-
Wire germinate. he is likely to get a new idea' of
and a new interest in the country school.
Ths re ere few things of which Chicago has a
greeter right to be proud than -that the rural
iprbools et-the- vounty -In- which-hots- loceted are
11I
settee e hese
I it 1.1 te tt I Ie, It
e:1 I it
4410
47,..•11a2? aRsg.A.0  S ..-R4.04•Wt5
AZY2) 02)702>r..7 ZeilalY.T.lrq .97"
could offer to the florist shops of Chi
cago. The
Yotiths who had never favored Amen-
' flowers were- shitoped in fresh by 
petrel post each
dd Lane with a second look stanni af-
avering. lier total expenses were $16.90
 for the
ter her. She was positively beautiful.
two crops. thee leaving her a net profi
t of 8105.10.
A great sensation followed the next
This money she has loaned to her fath
er at 6
day, when the local builder called to
--per---ceat interest. and she expects next sea
son to
excavate for the barn and talked of
double the amount of her land and her 
Income.
renovating the farmhouse. The coal
e -V-11 Air 4•—•—••—• -•—•
-• dealer followed, and then a furniture
man from the city. And on the Sun-
day following Sim Lane went to
church with tbe women. in white 
ed States were being influenced ap,ainst us by 
en and a new broadcloth suit. And
soon there were callers at the cot
evidence provided by ourselves.
"They are not averse to their government 
tage.
bringing pressure to bear upon Great Britain 
Mrs. Lane opened her mouth not un-
in regard to the blockade and all the questions 
reluctantly to her friends.
involved, in it; but war agninst Great Britain has 
-Now you'll see that you misjudged
never been in their minds. while at the same 
Sim." she said. "You se.e. the thought
time there were circumstances which might very 
that Amanda would hate to grow up
easily have drawn them into war with Germany 
without any chances just drove him
after the sinking of tbe .Lusitanat. They have 
wild. And you can't blame him if he
not forgotten Manila and what the British fleet
did there. in ate of Admiral Dewey, to defeat
pupil also kept an exact accoun
t of his expenses,
including rent for the land 
occupied. and, after
selling bin product. figured his 
gross receipts and
net -profits. --
The teenteenine pupils of 
this school, whose
ages range between ten and 
fourteen years.
earned hetweisn them a net 
profit of $1,185.25,
with total expenses of $191-e The 
largest amounts
-
earned- by individuals were .$105-1
0 and $102.16, 
-
_ . .
•
and it is noteworthy that in e
ach case the suc-
cessful pupil was a girl.
Little Alma leutz, thirteen yea
rs Of ago, the
first prize winner, 'nada:ter money
 fram the sale
of tomatoes and asters gro
wn onl one-eighth of
an acre. All the w_prk of pla
nting and harefieffhae won ..;;;Ce_—Trembling Fingers He Managed
the crops she did herself, with
 the exception of to Get It Open.
the first plowing of the land 
early in the spring.
She prepared ,hotbeds for her 
tomato plants, and side was a linen 
bag, and in the bag.
made a covering of window gla
ss for them. Next he found eight tenusan
d dollars in
effe lerrught--200- emelt tio-we
rputs, and wbettl the Revolutionary era gol
d. 
tomatoplants were well up t
ransplanted them Nobody saw $im make the diger-Were
into the pots. 
except two village boys who were
While the plants were growing she
 marked off watching him furtively through a
the plat into rows thirty Inc
hes apart. and a crack in the fence. The story, spread
short time later transplanted t
he tomato plants through the village, recounted that,
from the pots to the plat. The
 next few weeks after the find. Sim sat down and ran
she was busy cultive ing the 
plants, keeping the his fingers through the gold for half
rows entirely free of weeds. 
When the plants an hour and more.
-heid apree ontesseerettele that- 
she could not boa Everybody soon. had news_ a the 
them any more she went between
 the rows apd treasure. For a week nobody saw
pulled out the weeds with her 
hands. Sim Lane or his wife or girl, exceet
About the twentieth o June there
 -were many that the druggist fancied he had seen
nice ripe tomatoes on the vines and
 she gathered the women burry with averted faces
her first box, which she sold for 
$1. As fast as through the streets toward the depot
The t -ripetoel elle Vetted -them and
_Paelied 4- one- evening_ ilowever-a_weekelgter
them carefully into crates, and e
very day her there was a sensation in Colville.
father carried them in to the Ch
icago market-
along with products from his own 
truck garden. 
Mary Lane, looking ten years young-
er, and Amanda, the girl. walked
In all she gathered 225 boxes of 
tomatoes, which quietly up the street toward the
brought her $113. church one Sunday. They were
On a part of her plat she planted
 asters late dressed in decent clothes, there was a
in the season and from the sale of
 these she
realized re Ending a ready market 
for all she 
gold bracelet on Amanda's wrist, and
they were altogether transformed.
nraillikaillikl'ii;fillAilli °Lem' Awith Kin
g, (1.°Irite"'S a bald
SIM'S-HOARD 
a...moo. vu one glee, eas....t. -sur
ge
and the dragon on the other.
-Presently Him said tit nee 
I've gut
• 
four thousand mom and I g
uess our
.............. 
he told was- 
first I didn't understand But t
hee
e. And so the four thousand
ecrimping days are over, wife.' We
ll.
Sy HAROLD CARTER.
illidlearKee-ew  is going t
o he spent-yes, smelt.
Him Lane was the timeliest man In 
Ma'am, and the eight thousand S
IM
Colville Though he mule of a d
ecent has got laid away where no 
butilem.go.
old family, and had, in fact, had Ole 
ing to get hold of It and then bur
st
chance of going to college in 
lea up on bine Amanda's going to 
enter
e
youth, his father's imp
oterishmeat college nxt term, and el 
guess the
meismed to have turned the wine of 
neighbors won't think so hurdle 
4 el
life Into vinegar for him. Ile settled 
Sim in future, when- they see t
hat it
down int what wee left eratie tame
 was all on acceunt of his wife 
unit
and eked out a tuiserable existence child
togeth_fr with his slatternly wife and 
There Was no doubt as to the niag
this d a Aghter W11 0 irways loi
ikeed-talte minute- ntettm rhamor-enat 
rows ewer
Mervade-- elm 
Lane. The whoto nature of tact
It was a shame. everybody agreed
. man had changed. Ely tlidettale 
big
His miserliness had 'grown on him 
slaughter canes back from renege the
with age. The cottage was cold as 
tillage had fergotten his miserly repu-
in Icehouse In winter bectitees he 
talent. Secures III the knowledge of
burned fagots, picked up in the emo
tes, this eight thouennil geld dollars hi
dden
Instead of coal. Mrs. Lane looked 
In this mattress, he spent freely. eVith
more and more illereputablie and the 
this change, too, hie farming began
daughter mere hungry. lie was tin. 
to prosper: Ten years afterwurd,
popular in the village, and the hey*
 whim Amanda was happily married 
ti.
used to shout taunts after thu skulk- 
the yout•g man who hail called, and
hag figure. 
it,itioncimic:;t1ne:arycctifr.children, Sim Lane Wall
A new barn had to be built, and, at.
tor much haggling, Lane skimped 
Of this two boys whirhail watched
ty. ha set to and started on 'the
-dThuhenlo.wtio'stsaftivie._ him a 
thriving 
breugh the tenet..
 tow wee a
leery-et, the toher who attend
ed -Sim' In his last- illness, --Ws-Lane
udorovenfotrh
esheenoddtyfac4erwo kto.
foundations himself. It_ wets while he  
had inieeTlfte-year been te-ertriritentecle
ewxapeendsigegtiongwthliT.hmh--edwynabutnidltneotbeciantgeran_ ihe 
lawyer's ordeal tells hard. A few
weeks lifter the funeral be had a pre
that his pick struck something herd. 
vete interview with Amanda, who Melt
seirontleta.n earth and more resonant than
..--, 
looked indignunt, and then laughtal.
She could afford to laugh, for her Imo
PreSeRIT-Ritn" Unearthed a metal 
band an the richest young man in
box, rusted with age. With trembling
fingers he menaged to get it open. In.
- "There has never been' a war in 
modern
‘rkt have begun to take-an active are] eager in- times when a neutral nation did net cha
llenge a
eve-pet in all the work of the school. On the long e. belligerent nation because - of. itkeinte
rference
. venter evening.; the parents and pupils have frt.- with neutral .rights. The United -States 
has cer-
•warntly met in one of the schoolhouses to take tangy been greatly tried by our orders .ii
 Council,
tvart in and watch an old-fashioned zpelling be
e. - There has been, Indeed, a serieg of difficu
lties.
Inwood on taloa-UM common words sent_ o
ut at 
German purposes against the United .States.
In this lessee-sit of neutral rights the American 
'
1 oho beginning • of the Year by, the county super- 
' el think the envernments of both countries
people have been calledthe pedants. There ma
y
I irsriendent
-
---• ian _
:• - 
be pedants among them, but beneath alle
is a have 
Prcrsereed the very highest traditions of M-
Feteeciellv atereating nd itnpertant is the pl m seiired Etersp fete international law, for.
 ,  ron
iacy. Never has diplomatic correspondence
c ocil active 
en- vinclutatned -one-tit -higher levet, and never
treattate for A perfect- observance 
e
fee:see-in evidence all through the summer menthe. 
ettre-itmerettringesistei-evith-greater -Owe- :wiling on-
Nelebethat'end in view. a large number of 
garden . of the rules of civilization.
. 
both sides:
- c•Intes were organized a year ago, on a basis 
eFrera the beginning I have thought that 
the "We have tripe our friends in the United
Which Would keep the children interected, enable 
Untied States took a course . almost inevi
table .States' greatly; we have tested their confidence
'dam to -apply their nettle wergieee emo
weetge. -in her position, _-_liere is a_ 
conglomerate pope- t the fu
- -and pert eftenvore-or-lees.'llentilta feceenelal reward 
bitten. The war -was.a,European business. What, 
_ IP las o ll.
"We shall do well co---i."•e'reeinlWr that the people
' Ash for them to try for. • • . •
 did We no in 
tete %hell France, ever -thee ereendr---nte:tere__
eeree,yeesta44,0_e_meet, eieemee____welater. be_
,
. Feach member of one of the re-merry schoo
l gar- was set upo
n by Germany? The Atrerican_ people a vast controlling lacier in the desti
nies of .mod-
eite---- - -•"----:--egese- eitels reatee.
fromthia par ete' nta seivetec at loathe
-war: so for they lien° stood out; only an ern nations. There is t
he pepulation; there Is
rhateregular rate prevaeing in the neighhorheed,
 atiefpbwelefig sense o
r duty week' drivii, them-ere-the- ecoe, , - - le- the obararler. The Civil
17.013.4:Z 23A1/7,02.1V.51:4r-CZAZIZSY
2.4--c271Z0 162.30
cently tor the garden (-Me %cork done last sum-
mer. There were five prizes of $100 in gold each
.
one awarded to that school in earl, of the fi
ve
- --divieloes which stood first in the progress it had
_made. _in  agricultural education and in the
 ye-
gwobably the most advanced and progressive . suits of its agricultura
l work. This money will
mauntry srhoels in the United States. The di- - be spent in the
, purchase of an agricultural II-
eerier of these schools into • five districts, with a brary. a Babc
ock tester, a vegetable canning out-
trained teacher, who i • also a graduate of an ag- flt, or some ot
her agricultural apparetus which
efenttural college, at the head of each as director Is to b
ecome a part of the permanent equipment
.10 teeral -ate atad sehoule. has proved a_ ire- of the school-
rsenclous step in advance. T
here -were also awa-Miq ffe--•e silver cups. Ma
County Superintendent of Schools Tobin, who for th
e pupil, boy or girl. In each of the five di-
p/isle:stied the county board to make an appro.. 
visions echo secured the best and biggest results
priatiott of $10.e00 to cover the salaries of the 
in the 'actual agricultural wore undertaken as
.'tee rural Pre directors for the year, has just 
part of the se•hool course. It is a striking evi-
rce eyed the reports of these directors covering den
ce of the cosmopolitan iharacter of the popa-
else work done during the fall and early winter 
teflon of Chicago and Cook county that the indi-
roirsthe To read them is to wish that one Might 
victual prize winners emong the rural school pu-
ler aseain a country-school boy going d
own the peg for the year 1915 should be, respecti
vely, of
Corm Irma every morning to the little, red school- 
German. Italian. .Dutch. and Hungarian parent-
Imam. 
age.. There is not a Yankee among the lot.
aleelost every schoolhouse has been a social 
The prize rural school of the whole county., is
<levier for the rural community of. which It is 
undoubtedly that in Niles township. Every pupil
tile= eenter. Gew-alitt-nreeia-rertigen-ho
reo._beAn.  in this scbool, which was taught by 
Seth Shep-
- nett in many schools and the girl pupils prepare 
herd. Individually el:anted -and- took-eitre ft
NBA lunches every day for all the pupils. They 
garden or raised a field crop of some kind. Each
--Illesebnotrate their- atilt in household dtenttstrye 
0-110-4-41-
4100. by Preparing and serving on special .occ
a-
d
en * of s -of :tenor. -American Patience Triedetees inners at whtch t pare
ntaheir p re the
Day' afeer'day the hoes and girls bring sdm-
prom cif milk to school and test them with a milk 
The friendship of the United States is o
ne
roster for richness In butterfat. After a series 
of the greatest assets of the British, acco
rding 'o
et such tests th. y are able to help their fathers 
Sir Gilbert Parker. who in the course of a rece
nt
:betide which cows are 'worth keeping ene which 
interview heft much praise for the American
 gov-
ear onty unprofitable "Loardere." e
rnment and the policy it has adopted in 
the
in many neighbarhoods the parilnts of the psi-
 present war. He aid in part:
pile have beefreroganized into agricultural clu
bs
jojoba rgozo. tartaric! for-eetkivatIon of which he _taw:war, . • , 
war showed. what thet character is; when an
• ilia -tiwf-rnii•••ia...;17.1.7:gNinble. All the' money 
•tt-f-'11efitionaTiied• timer trletl-ritrtrom• • "lieragfrityseehr-erte the- teweeettewlie-
eceeene-etee
Ereeithig from the sale ot garden produrth grown ings; ere-beve overempha
sized our own stolidity: OIL the supreme advantag
e of the •Porld. it will
an at piece pf land was to belong to hint. 
we have he& our family Jers In public': we have, bF.
 well for us, while preserving principle. to
elk gray of addlng additional rest to the coyote.' to 
paraphrase a. mordant epigram, wheeled our reme
niber that friendship with the United States'
eitimil• among the schools and among the Willed. 
council table into the street apparently indiffer- ' o
ne of the greatest assets in this (free of our
feed epopilittee series of Metes were 'awarded re-- 
eat to the fact that neutial nations like the Unit- t
rouble and poignant endeavor."
•
' +t•'`.
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• ,
-0-e';14^
a
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Culville.
If tem Lane, on his deathbed,. had
known what the wataers btu--
might have smiled ironically at the
life he was leaving, wherein shams
pass for truth, and delusion fur re.
ality. All the eight thousand, and
fifteen thousand Moreestos left his -
;laughter. The Mourners followed the
body to the grave and then the 'truth
came out.
"Jim and I," said the lawyer, "bud
•IB often seenttee at the old man, ashoys
will; but it wes,Jim who conceived
the idea. You hee. Jim bad always
had a hunkering for theater folks, and
when the P. Skittle troupe went broke
and started to walk back to ties me-
tropolis along the ties. they had to sell
the property fur what it would fetch.
NoGbilq -Was Wilitrig-eto-wteeeeteeewo-
than a few dollars for the scenery,
and then only a long speculation. But
some of the stuff brought in enough
to pay the ladies' tarts beltway. And
there were odds and 'ends-left- over
that nobody wanted to touch. They
were all afraid of the property money. -
It looked too real-lead stamped and -
gilded. Country folks have -vague
fears of the law,
"That's how Jim got that bag of
fakes gold, and he said to me what a
jekeit would be to bury kin the old
man Lane's barn, and wateh his face
whin3 he found it. We didn't know
that we were bestening God's provi-
dence upon his wife and daughter.
Changed the whole nature of the man
and sent him happy to his grave.
Yes, sir, life is a queer problem, but
the moral I get out of it is, "let the
morrow take care of itself." At. least.
Sim's fears ad terrors might have
been with him to the grave, instead
of being dropped when be sewed up
eight thousand dollars of fake money
inside the mattress,'
(Copyright. 1916, by 'W. G. ClIpman.)
PROPER DIET TOR—INVALID
Food That Will Be Agreeable to Sick'
Room Should Be Subject of
Much Consideration.
The following mixture will prove
of great value as a tonic, toning up
and feeding the nerves and preventing
sleeplessness. Take several beetroots,
cut up and boil until very tender. Re-
move from the water and boil the liq-
uid down until it becomes a steep.
Take this in doses rangieg from a
small wine glassful to half a pint. two
or three times a day before meals.
The beet is full of valuable sub-
stances that make it one of the most
effectual tonics that can be taken.
Ties gcod effects on the nerves and
general health quickly become ,appa-
rent. Rest and careful dieting. witiL_
plenty ' of milk, are also advisable in
order to secure permanent relief.
Very often good boiled custard can
be served with advantage with fruit
to invalids. The fruit adds attractive-
ness to the custard and so tenipts the
appetite: A few prunes, neatly cut in
pieces, can be covered with custard
end dates can be used in the same
way. Orange pulp cut in dice can
also be added to it. -or a spoonful of
apple snow can be placed on top of
a dish of custard.
got a mania for scrimping money to- Spinach on toast is also nice to
gather. It got so that he hoarded me serve. Cook some well-washed spin-
cry penny in, the hopes of some day ach for 20 inieutee in .boiliute melted
getting enough to start where his fa- water. ecain and rub through a sieve,
ther left off. They called him a niter. Have ready a _piece of buttered thin
but he's the best man in the world.- toast, which has been quickly dipped
__Amancla'ELOP4 _r_itt li;ater._ Moisten the spinachIles were eloquent t
em
with  a little melted butter. season_lemony too The  "gap& man  who was
calling on her for the first time was with salt and pepper, and pile neatly
obviously infatuated.' on the tear,. •
"Then, you know. he discovered this
colonial money. Eight thousand die- Sharp Rebuke.
ters, which his great-grandfather must A woman lawyer in .eate Francisco
have burled at the talle_ when.-the Brtt• made an • arvenent tn_ court That en-
ish were here, and it it doesn't rightle raged her opponent. When he came
belong to us I don't know who can to rep* he lost his temper. "A worn-
Q. . au,e.  agld "Ought to be In better _statue-
-Sim was like a man in_a daze when business than wrangling, in (Tun with - •
brougate the mosgY. iatesellin heltneen'ell Ste-}eletkitteMr...bo at hciale,tiga....
that night. He couldn't believe ft. tawbabie
se
There we eat cotyntjnge and counting woman:" she rejoined. "had -bet;
It over, and eight thousand donate. It ter he in any business than raising
was,' all in big, new twenty-dollar babies,' to become such men as this
Wages. There were four hundred of creature."-Case and Comment. •
••••
•••••••
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COTTON BOLL WEEVIL ADVANCES RAPIDLY
Steno In Southern Cotton Field.
(Teen the Unil.,1 Pintos Prper(ment of
Aarlrultor..)
Under normal Condition's the boll
weevil advancer, into new territory at
the rate of about fifty miles each year,
but during a period of only two weeks
during the present newton Iliero was
an advance of about one hundred Miles.
Thin movetnent carried the insect into
 eteeergise for-the- tint time, suid-Za enure
ties in that state became infected. See-
- -Fret enirtetteu In rlefIda hen liePti-tia
tested for several years, but eight ad.
ditIonal ones became infested by the
matne movement. Twenty additional
counties In Alabama were also Invad-
ed . All of this spread took place be
tween the 15th and alit of August.
There wets several conditions. ac-
cording to the entomologists of thede-
partment, whin contributed to MA un•
usual dispersion. One of theni was
the drought in Alabama and Mississip
pi, which caused the plants to cease
fruiting and deprived the weevils of
the settaree upon whirh they prefer
• ••••• to -feed. The more important condi-
tion, however, was a 'merles of very
high winds which began on August
/5.and blew continuously for several
days toward .the northeiurt. Tthe wee-.
, vile were thus carried 'much farther
than theS would have gene by natural
flight or even by the ald of ordinary.
winds.
The department has placed all avail-
able forces at work to assist the farm-
ers in the territory that has just be-
lt
. eees.elageiceanfoutted. -Moat of .the euteou la
now open and this will allow an un-
Usually early picking so that the fall
•••11
FINDING BUTTERFAT OF MILK
_
De‘ections for Making Correct Test
Given by Expert of Oklahoma
.Agricuftural College.
try CtIAJILIOS P. UNWisr, 1,alry tie-
Par!!'Icn!. Oklahoma Agricultural col-
ji
Testing milk is the process of find-
ing the amount of butterfat it con-
tains. In order to make an accurate
test a correct sample' must be taken
in this manner: The milk should be
poured from one vessel to another and
the sample quickly taken, for if the
sample is not taken at once, more or
less cream will rise, and a sample-
would not be correct.
After getting the sample for test-
ing, the Vest step would be to meas-
ure 17.5 cc with the milk pipette into
the milk bottle and then add about the
same amount of sulphuric acid, de-
nending on the strength of the acid.
The specific gravity of the acid should
be. I2 to 1.83 for the beet resettle
01. Theeacid should be added with -the
acid cylinder, revolving the bottle
while adding the acid. Mix acid and
milk by rotary motion. Place them
  In tester so theet the machine le bat-
anced: --Run th7:&I machine fro-about
five minutes. Then add hot water un-
til the fat rises into the neck of bot-
tles. Then run the tester about two
minutesend add enough water so the
fat. has risen above the zero mark
on the iieek of the bottle. The bottle
may be read by using a pair of divid-
ers to measure the fat column.
PRAYING MANTIS IS BENEFIT
, 
Insect Feeds on Other Soft-Bodied
Forms. Conseouently Egg Masses
Should Be Protected.
GOOD POULTRY ADVICE
nry Quarters. Suitable Feed and
Exercise Arc Essential.
broods of the weevil can be destroyed
by uprooting and burying the pintas or
burning them where necessary. The
department serenely urges the bury-
ing of the plants wherever this can be
done promptly. as the_humus thereby
placed In the soil is of very great im-
portanca. The state agencies are co-
operating with the agents of the do!
part meta, and-a-eery alltilftl alien SUL
he made  to reduce the  auMber at 
weevils to the extent that will allow
an approximately normal crop to be
produced In the infested territory next
season.
Another feature of the boll-weevil
problem which Is attracting consider-
able attention Is the .damage that is
being done in Texas this season.
There is a more or lees genital im-
presider' In the eastern part of the
cotton belt that the boll weevil has
died out in the state of Tomes, hut the
Investigations of the department show
that the abundance of the insect in that
region depends on climatic conditions.
During the present season these condi-
tions have' been extremely favorable,
with the result, that the insect bas
been as abundant as at any time since
It invaded the state. The lesson to be
drawn from this fact is that the plant-
ers in the eastern pan-An-the cotton
belt must make a strenuous tight and
should realize that since the boll wee-
vil has not died out either in Texas
or Mexico, it is not likely to do so in
any other region that may become In- .
veiled. They_ abealrl eA1lust.-41setv -eye- I
tents of farming to boll-weevil condi-
tions without delay.
MAXIMUM SERVICE OFFENCE
Absolutely Necessary That It Should
Be Well Built, With Corner
Posts Placed Solidly.
To get the maximum service out of
a fence, it Is absolutely necessary that
It should be well built, says United
States department of agriculture bul-
letin 221. The corner posts must be
placed solidly in the ground in such a
manner that they cannot be heaved by
frost or drawn loose by the pull of the
fence. The fabric should be strung
tightly to the end posts, but it ought
not to be tightly stapled to (ho line
posts. It should be faetened to line
posts in such a manner that the wires
may move in a horizontal direction to
take care of the contraction and ex-
pansion due to changes in temperature
and to distribute the force of a blow
along the fence line, so that the strain
will not come entirely on any one or
two poets or any one point of the wire.
A barbed wire should be placed a short
distance above the top of the woven
wire to prevent cattle and horses from
crowding it down when reaching over
or rubbing against the fence.
While pruning trees, do not allow
egg masses of the Praying Mantis to
1111 remain on the wood
 that is pruned out.
especially if this wood is burned. The
Mantis is a beneficial insect, since it
feeds on other soft-bodied forms, con-
sequently the egg masses should be
protected. They are small, waxlike
bodies about one-quarter of an inch in
diameter and one inch in length, and
are ef a dull straw color. These egg'
masses shoeld not be confused with
the egg masses of the Tent Caterpillar.
The eggs of the Tent Caterpillar are
deposited in the form of a small bat d
completely Auncircling the smaller
„twigs, while the Mantis eggs are at-
etached to one side of the twigs The
Tent Caterpillar eggs should be de-
stroyed.
Weaving ls incurebri:—
Weaving I's an incurable vice. but
may be less practiced if the horse is
worked or exercised every day and al-
lowed a ieiortfy borestall. If the horse
I. stabled in an ordinary stall, tie
vilth-tIrtr ropes so that he cannot
swing his head.
Fertile Hatching Eggs.
It does not pay from any standpotnt
▪ to not obtain e..,ter-siereing the-eplatc
so it is Weil to etude erery method to
obtain winter eggs and also fertile
ages when hatching time comes.
•
BIRDS BATTLE BOLL WEEVIL
Mississippi Audubon Society Gives
List of Songsters Valuable in
Fighting Cotton Pest.
According to the Mississippi Audu-
bon society, the following birds eat
the boll weevils and are valuable in
the order named:
"Cliff swallow, bank swallow, olive-
sided figoatcher, barn swallow, night-
hawk, least flycatcher, alder fly-
catcher. orchard oriole, American
kingbird, pippit, yellow-breasted chat.
phoebe. Carolina wren, killdeer, mead-
ow lark. dicksessel, purple marten.
painted bunting, towhee, shrike, field
sparrow, savanna sparrow, cardinal,
mockingbird. white-throated sparrow,
yellow warbler, tufted titmouse, cow-
bird. red-winged blackbird, brown
thrasher, bronzed grackle, lark spar-
row, bob white."
-Forty-seven weevils have been found
In the stomach of one cliff swallow.
Right Breeds,
Many fall with sheep because they
do not keep the breeds best adapted
to their farms, and do not raise the
kind that the market demands and is
ready to pay the highest price for.
Overfed Turkeys.
Avoid overfeeding turkey breeding
-stock during the winter, 'so that they
are modem-110Y (Mn at:irreg. The
-bill of fare should contain less corn
and more oats, wheat and clover.
Important Consideration.
Good fall and winter pasturage fa
an important -consideration on every
farm where live steck le kept. Too
little attention is given to provide it
All Perches !Should B. Built on Same
Level-P•rmanganate of Potash
Recommended for Roue and
Golds-Mustard Also Ghod.
of toed andDry quarters, Plenty
exercise see necessary fur the gut'
ting of winter eggs.
The surplus milk will return a larger
profit when fed to the hens than when
fed tiribo-hois.
Thaduit bath ii-iiioomen ORood
winter tnanneement of hens.
All perches In the poultry house
should be built on a level. 'When
built one 'shove another, step-f8shion,
the hens will fight for (ho higher
rairches with the result that some of
them will beconie Injured or eggs will
be broken in them.
For roup and colds, dissolve per-
matiganate of potash In the drinking
water until the, water Is of a deep
wino color, and keep this before the
sick fowls all the time. Oround mu.-
tare, fed in the wet Mash, is also good,. _
A teaspoonful to each ten or twelve
bitni- kW-tit the right .quantity
-need way to insare en- even-.
mixture is to dissolve the mustard In
water and use the water to moisten
the mash.
The droppings give an indication
the health of the fowls. In health, the
droppings are of sufficient consistency
to hold their shape. They are dark in
color, tapering off Imo grayish white.
If the droppings aro soft and of a yet.
lowish or bruenieh color, an excessive
quantity of fat-forcing foods in the
ration is Indicated. If, on the other
hand, the droppings are watery, and
!ark, with streaks of mucus in them,
indlcatea thialno miAëIFMe1n;eL t
BALANCED RATION FOR HORSE
---
Centiltlo,1 of Animal Depends Largely
en Treatment He Receives Front
His Csareeaker.
A herd-working horse, when ho first
comes into the stable, should he given
a neellutu forkful of welleured mixed
A Mixed Flock of Fowls.
pecially animal protein, is being fed,
and the meat food should be greatly I
reduced or omitted entirely for a time
from the ration. A greenish watery
diarrhea indicates unsanitary condi-
tions, filthy water or food. -
Feed for Winter Eggs.
To get winter eggs something must
be fed to take the place of the insects
that the hens pick up in summer.
Skim milk Is good. So is ground
green bone-about an ounce to each
hen three times a week-or commere
dal meat scraps. And don't forget
grit and lime.
Keepliewii-Fri—mgry.
In feeding it is a good idea to keep
the hens slightly hungry during the
day and never fully satisfy their ap-
petites until just hefore they go to
most at night_
Clean the incubator.
If the incubator has been used be
sure to give it a good cleaning and dis-
infecting before putting it into use,
as this will clean it of all forms of
disease that might have been left In
it from the previous hatch, and in the
end might save us a lot of trouble.
Supply Layers Green Food.
It your hens are laying strong, as
they should be. keep up the daily sup-
ply of green food and see that they
have plenty of crushed shells, gravel
and sand.
Dampness Bad for Hogs.
Hogs take cold from exposure .and
often have sore throats. It is as bad
for a pig to Wive wet feet as it is for a
man
Top Price for Horse.
A horse that is offered for sale will
bring a better price if he is in goal
flesh and is sleek and glossy.
Give Supply of Charcoal.
Supply the bird. with p'enty ef char-
...eel and they will always show %Ow:or
and bright red comb'. crop will be 
unmarketable
• • .
Splendid Type for General Farm Work.
hay and should not be given grain
until the hay is consume-I. The food
will then be digeeted while he is rest-
-ee
The proper food for a working
horse to make a balanced ratfoti is:
Sound oats, four quarts; Wheat bran,
two (marts, and shelled corn, one quart.
The grain feed may be reduced when
iseluirse senrktn a- For oh,
horses, crashed oats, mixed with wheat
bran, makes an excellent ration. For
horse at steady work, eight pounds of
crushed oats and five pounds of mixed
hay, three times daily, except when
Idle, with mixed feed, on Sund-ays is
the regular feed for horses at steady
work in some ,stables.
The condition of the horse depends
largely on the treatment the animal
gets. A careful teamster, one who
loves his team, will accomplish the
maximum emoted of work withotir
overworking his teata.
SANITATION OF IMPORTANCE
More Essential Than Rotation From
Standpoint of Disease Control-
Burn All Rubbish.
While it may not be possible in some
cases to rotate garden crops owing to
a lack of available ground, sanitation
can always be practiced, and this from
the standpoint of disease control is
probably more important than rota-
tion.
Practically all the diseases of gar-
den plants live over from one season
to the next on living or dead portions
of the host plant.
These can be controlled only by the
burning of all dead and waste plants.
If this plant is .followed systetnatic.
ally each_ year trouble with _Want die_
ease will be minimized.
Quick Returns From Hogs. -
Hogs give quick returns on a small
investment of capital.
SOME SIMPLE POTATO RULES
Prepare Rocmy Seedbed So as to
Give Plenty of Room for Develop-
ment of the Tubers.
Most Prosperous Farming. ,
41eak. a-permed:teat agriculture
and Prosperity go teltelher. grata
farming and poverty also usually are
found in the same community.
Here are some simple rules for g
t ng the most from your potato -C-ftfi:
Plant potatoes Only about three inches
deep if the land Is heavy or rains are-
frequent. In average soils plant four
inches deep; in semiarid regions five
Inches, or even more. Prepare a roomy.
seedbed sc as to give plenty of room
for the tubers to develop. Never ap-
ply stable manure to land on which
potatoes are to be planted within a
year. Fresh manure seems to promote
potato disease.
Opinions differ as to the best ways
of seeding. Single eyes will usually
return the largest yield of a given
amount of seed potatoes used, but
the best practical way is to cut a me-
Bunegized potato into about three
pieces, each of which has two or three
good eyes. Plant one piece in each'
hill. Do not-use large eotetoes for
seed, as too large a proportion of the
Where Alexander Was Born.
British travelers at Salonike may
easily make the excursion of a few
Miles to the birthplace of Alexander
the Greif- and whistle."The British
CfetiadrefOr whtte Meng. BO If they
choose. But they will not find much
there, observes the London Chroniele.
'the name of Pella still linger in the
'dtatolct. but the great ?decedent:tacit •
tit 'MILL-- where *feet:meet was eleeee.,
on i night "11 titerni and peitheilii
October. 356 13. C., has vintshed. ac-
cortitng to the testimony of Mr. D. G.
• 1- 
. •
- • - '
Hogarth. who visited its site is 1817,
"as though it had never been. The
plateau above the marsh. on which it
stood, is now plow land, where a few
fragment:- of marble and moldings and
many- rertnts turre been-turned ea
time to time."
• Professional Acumen,
•.:1 wonder why Nero fiddled when
was butlang"
•ritippoliffariVita Le-.;:c.4:11
the crities would have other things Oa
their minds-"
•
Fecttures of Fashion
By JULIA BOTTOMLEY
AMONG THE COATS FOR SPRING.
A caailidtite for favor, among the
coats of spring, that needs only to be
seen to provoke approving smiles,
Presents its plainness and Its graceful-
ness and its modishness ell at one
glance, The charm of simplicity be-
to it, ete, at ene_rate. it looks
simple, _but with a stralitrati whicif
attests that ft has been thought out by
an artist.
A material In black or a very dark
cotter with a narrow but pronounced
Atrtpo- in -ivhite gives the garment -sr
very fine start in the good graces of
fashionable women. Its lines are cor-
rect, assuring one of the two accepted
Silhouettes, and it is distinguished by
certain original touches in its finishing.
All of which goes to prove that it
belongs to the smart set in the world
of apparel.
As pictured. the ceat is made in
black and white and fastens down the
front with five large black buttons
having varying stripes of white on
them. No two are exactly alike. The
coat sleeves, as plain as can be, are
finished with oddly shaped cuffs that
evidence no intention of following the
example of the sleeves in the matter
of plainness. They are adorned with
two buttons, like those on the front,
but in a smaller size.
A slit pocket is set in at each side.
And, since it would never do for pock-
ets to be negligible this season, they
make opportunity for shaped bands,
applied about thealit arid a garniture
two of the accepted modes In millin
ery for spring. At thei -Wt Of the
group a straw sailor has a wide, flat
brim. The crown is covered with
faille ribbon put on in four sections.
Over this ribbon covering "ladder.'
bows_ extend from the center to the
rise -Of arms
front and back and of the two sides.
They terminate in loops and ends that
lie flat on the brim.
A milan hemp, in gray, Is shown at
the right. -It II --ciareted with gray
crepe. , ,At the right side the brim
turns up sharply. A band of narrow
velvet ribbon encircles the crowa, fin-
ished with a bow at the left side. The
striking feature in this hat is its bead
embroidery. The peacock feather
motif appears on the front and side
brim and on the crown, einbroidered
in small beads set close together.
A bell-shaped black hat at the top
of the picture is a perfect example of a
popular type. It is of lustrous straw
trimmed with loops of taffeta ribbon
perched on top of the crown. Lac-
quered rose foliage covers part of the
crown, and springs up among the loops
of ribbon. This hat is all black ex-
cept for the large pink rose at one
side.
Lacquered or varnished flower and
foliage trimmings are immensely pop-
ular. Everything has a shiny, bril-
liant surface, covered either with
transparent --with black lacquer
WELL SETTLED STYLES
aLloar_antlitais. _ like tIIQS,_iI the
1
• sleeves. There is a velvet inlay on
they-hack et the collar.
The sailor hat and black-and-white
laced boots, worn with this coat pro-
claim a sense of clothes which prom-
ises distinction for its possessor.
There IT wide bate end high -hate
and variety enough in both sorts to
insure several shapes that will be be-
coming to each fare But the variety
is not confusing as it was ie year ago.
styles are very wen settled and
i"%itis.renee'urttol. •
Each of the bats in the group of
three pictured displays some one or
IN HATS.
Flowers treated with this- tacquer -bait
as If made of fine porcefain.
-ifet-ached-nkirt- yoke of sheer •
material is gathered to w skirt yolre
whilh is already' ful,t. Little shoulder
cares appear on both dresses and
costa
Sii:rwr and eat -ourtecee. • 11,.•••••-•--
ehtiped. see vvip:elly • •ffectiVIII
trimming tor taffeta frocks
ii4asiai; •
•
•-•••11.esr3.
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STANDING GUARD
OVER IRE
WHOLE FAMILY
•
MestraireastaisessaWaiwwsp•*.e.y.....;wwas.
YOU CAN
RELY ON
e/MkimmmiaZE
Craeiteieb
The laxative tablet
with the pleasant taste
Protects every member of the
family from Constjpation-
the enemy of good health
We have the exclusive selling rights
for this great laxative
The 011,,Ammmettg• alkitro
DALE & STUBBLEFIELD
1
A good dinner awaits you the The Methodist ladies of Mur-
  __foorth Monday in this month in ray will serve dinner in the base-
the basement of -the Methodist ment of the church fourth Mon-
_Courch. day in March.
• es**4
tan. Ni.. 3444, • registered standard
- +-bred-, tatting-horse, -sired by cksidami-
LWiTkes.- record 2:17IV5-. Be by Ret
Wilkes. sire Of more than PIO in 2:90
i,t. lie by lIssorge Wilkes; the foun-
der of the greatest trotting family
kt.own to the world. , He by Ham-
, bletonian 10. First dam. ()nits. by
!Simmons sire of Semicolon. 2:1z. and
more than 100 others: he b? Gem*
terest on the said indebtedness'
which shall not_e_xceed a period'
yearsi and at-no time
shall the additional tax herein ,
providid for exceed the coristf-I
tutional limit for municipal cor-
porations of the fourth class.
Signed
J1S701t.e... 
11.
ERis_mether WAS aittfirlaIL C. M. SM0 OT.Hjr.rN' Mayor.k 
and tine saddle stock. I Z G CONNER, Attorney.
I Dr. Patten-Ir.. is a dark bay. 16
!hands high. 7 years old, weighs I .4 0.-/4 P.
lt•-• .3.1411,74•2" •• • ...••• -Walter Farris.
I -• J. H. Ellis StocIL •
Artist Charmer 2391 Shis fine 
Registr.
ed Saddle Stallion I De Woods.-Will make 'the season
will make the season of 1916 at my stable 6 miles west of MitrraYlot P.Illi at the residence of .1. 11. Ellis
and 2 finite Lortheai.t of Lynn Grove, at $10.00 to insure a 
livingilat the c•pacura a lid BoydsVille road.
s ,.
colt 8 days old. 20 per cent-diseaunt if you pay when. colt is 8 
Thi, eason at 11).4i I.
. --  i-s.sire of L. Maud., '2:07 1-2, sire DRED DOLLARS. far each and
. ts . . e itt . _._
taiss.010- -If__You want 'a priz:ii. winner bred& to.thia-horse.. Ile andl 
ttiS colts hhve won rri3ro-premirtrai, at our v‘iunty-fa;ra than-511.---thei-r-atrcli'MaiTm, 2ar1 1-4 and I:: others erery 411E0- of catarrh that caunot be. . _ ,
atiers combined. He is a dark bay 15:1 hands high. This is a in the list making him the sire Of cured by the use of HalFs•
 -Catarrh
This 15th day of March, 1916.
State of Ohio, city of Toh.do.)
. Lucas county
_true picture of him. • .
131acliJoe. Jr. This jack will be at same 'place . at$(5.00 with i$1.00 nil' same as above.
I. T. Crawford, Lynn Grove Ky
*.S.1`
•  ;:"!. " -for -econd
speed of any living horse at; 13 years Cure. FRANK J. CHENEY.
of age. Dam. Miss Glendora Wood, Sworn to before me and subserib-
darn of diete;ra, 2:11. 1-4. De Woods eat in my pref.ewe. this 6th day of
is • balf toother to Red Tinnika 2.°7 December A. I). 1886.
one of the greatest show stallions in A. W. GLEASON,
Notary Public.,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken in-t-ternally, and acts directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces of the
system. Send for testimonials free.
F..J. CHNEY ec„ Toledo, 0.
Sold by all druggist. 75e.
Take Hall's Family -Pills for con-
stipation. .
-- --, ---
JOHN HARTEMAN.--A f o u r-
year•old registered jack No. 10-
291, will make this season at my
barn three miles northwest of
Murray, at $6.00 to insure liv-
ing colt eight days old. I will
give two season premiums, one
for the best mare mule and also
one on the best horse mule.
This jack stands 1.1i hands hiyh-
and weighs about eight hundred
pounds. Come and get the best
and cheapest mules, as the best
t Me Starlight jaek.-2...O.-1. the cheap-:r.;.,, a r.,,kil is none too ttood and
15 hands 110.. will .make. the -.elistin I Elt is none too. cheap. Thank-
it saiiie pinee. $', 00 10 I il..11 ft' 3 i i 1 i II •_f ling you for your patrona
ge, I
.,,o. 111,,!,..  ,,,,,t'ai ,•,,,„o ti,,„,, ,,,,,a,,,,,, i remain yours -for business.-C.
-olounis will-tie givt-T•it .f-.r 1,...t: ta,itk M. 13rinn• .1
the' north. This combines one of
the strongest blond lines e'er s'en in
nnetrottee. Ile is known as the "Ir1a-
son horse.
De Wood, years ani one
of the beat Sormeti_latt.ses _ that man
has ever looked upon. Is blood bay.
lie won the blue ribbon in lOs class
at the Henry county fair and at the
Murray fair. While he is a trottini
bred horse, yet he goes all the -gates
making him very desirable for those
who like a double gaited horse, A
, lirother of le Woods _Won two races
in one day.' De Woods is pronouneed
by le.rsemen to be the- best Combina-
tion Itsrse itiWst lientuety.
• Di. Hattmsn. 2.811.5.-This line 3-
' year-old jack will make the seasoo at
the ssme place. at *10 tkl to insu e a
living c.4t. • under to.nal7conditious.
Ile is ri 1-2 hands high big bone, tine
head and ear,.
S Inlet un;-- 011 h.* " '
MOLICAN PATCH O. 6726
ss.
Frank J. CheneY makes "art' that
he is settinr partner ine nun of
F. J. Cheney & Co., doh g Fri #.11 t-'4113
in the city of 'Toledo, county and
State aforesaid, and that said firm
will par the sum of ONE HUN,
(Seal)
•• "bow- Nim•••.. ••••••••- •••••-•-•-•
"Tails Oaks From Little Acorns Grow"
But you know,that tall oats only grow from the little acorn that
is sound and full of %hulk) -the weak acorn product% the snarls and
scrubs.
GOLDEN HARVESTS and PROFITABLE CROPS are grown
from .r
GOLD MEDAL SEEDS
The Sure Growing Kind
THArs WHY WE URGE YOU TO USK' THEM '
Sexton Brothers, : Murray, Kentucky
Read What Uncle Jake Taylor Say
About Horse-Joy Tonic.
I wish to state that I have
boss -using the Condition -P
der made by H. P. ear, an
now. known as Horse-Joy Tonic,
or severa years an ave found
it-to-be the very best remedy
for stock I have ever used. If
an animal is not doing well, pu-
ny, or won't eat to your satis-
faction, this preparation will
improve all these conditions rap-
idly and will make The hair
smooth. It is also very fine for
poultry.-Jake F. -Taylor. 324
• For Sale or Trade.-Groceries,
horses, hogs, pigs, cows, second
hand buggies, etc.-Y. E. Wil-
• ,
Skrar4
Liniment pp
Read this unsolicited gritteful
testimony
Not long ago my lait Iflee he.
tame titai aRd It pained
Inc many restless nights. So se-
rious did it become that I was
furred to consider giving up my
work when I chanced to think of
Sloan's Liniment. Let me say -
less.than on* bottle t :ell me up.
Cita, c. Puri nu, 7i x ,
AMAX 1011 01 * 131 1011 OMR MIX
car? If not, come in and take .4
look at it. It is the juiciest piece
of pie that exists in the automo-
You want these chicks to groW bile business today. For sale by
and thrive and ripen into matur- Geo. W. Downs. •
ity in the earliest possible time 
These chicks are made. in the
shell. If the parent stock is in!
a weakened condition, how can
you expect to get f,rtile eggs
strong sturdy ehieks
Thomas' Poultry Remedy tones,-
up the system of cowls, puts
them in condition to lay, thereby
producing eggs that are fertile,
and will make chicks that live
and grow. We guarantee it. Sex-
ton Bro thers are distributors for
Murray and vicinity.
Prescriptions.
wait.1. 11 - 32:18 - Our prescription department
1 is clean nnd well lighted,. stock-This fine 1. 4::-.•tere,.; the season-4;61910 at: Meloritle for the Face. -
Led with- tlis-very-1444.41anase.ai..-...-_.
barn 1..1!•: rnife's rortb c)t,Cbm or) The-COiawaTer aria isacg- The man Nv1-1(4 shaves hi Tr,
Walter Farris Stick.
Rowdy Tom. This line jack will
stand at my stable. about 1,-v miles
from NI array. On urray and Coll-
rd read, at Cs tit insure living
Rowdy Toni is of 1130444qm %lie
igIis100 pounds. (lark hroviart, anti
aorMres by Long Toni, out .of a tine
black -fentn•t: Colts pots, this -Jack
took premiums at 'the 'iurtay Fair
mei have never been turned down at
: sirs.
Order of Elect'oo.
Notice is hereby given to the
qualified voters of the City .of
Murray that on the twentieth
day of May, 1916, there shall be
held in the City tif Murray an
election for the purpote_. tak-
ing the ceasus of the qu Hied
voters of the said city whether
the Add City of Murray shall, or
shall not inivease its:prosert:in.
debtednass in:the sum of Twenty
'1'housand Dollars t$20,099.(01s
tbu purpose of;-e! onatrueting, 
‘_tperating and iplintaining an1
electricilight-16d po,40 plant in+
the City of Murray for the pun,
pose of furnishing light and po•
wer to the aaid city and it, en-
viers. and for the further purpose
of improving the present system
of water work* ka now owned
and operated by the-said City nf
sMurray.houl
the required number of
qualified voters of the City of
Murray, as Is renuired
vote in favor the creating the
said indebtedness for the pur-
poses herein set out, then there-
after, until the said indebtedness
snhoatllbebelepssaidth, awn•htiwchqpeyreistords shalt
which shall not exceOd twenty
; years after the contracting of
the said indebtedness, there shall
be levied upon all real and per-
t
'Ilona! property, subject to taxa-
tion within the City of Murray, in
I 
addition to the then present tax
levied upon all real and personal
' property within the said city
subject to taxation, an annual
sum which shall not be in exceini
of two thousand dollars t$2,-000-}-,
or an amount sufficient to pro-
vide for both the interest and
sinking fund for the year in
which sanie is levied, from which
Make the season It the same place. sum There sharg-diaricted an
1 - Dr. Batten. Jr.. sired by Dr. Rat- 
amount sufficient to pay the in-'' -under the same conditions. at Ili).
. 4- - - - - - -
. ii,sburg road -en Whaeis knoivn A the Sam Kelley farin at $10.0•4 tO will filti tho atest satisfac- ' 
Uticals that can be •hndi -and. is ,
.
Ture alivirg k' At S-*%a*.V3 old. ' Descriptivnlind-iem- digree-:- Mor-, tion is using Metorine. : It, is i iP
charge of a Registered Grad-
• y.
gan Pate.h No. (1726. is a bay Stnllion. 4 Year's_c4d., 16 haridhigh, ' ready for instant use a 
uate in Pharmac Bring us
s Poured
,
-1.71,0,-poun4al, lie ill a cornbired saddle and hajmess horse. First from the bottle.  . Allays- 
irritatyourpreseriptions we will fill
- 
..sk.*; Sprague-.Patch be .by Dar. Patch I :35. I Diest am Iti7::'.e Dud-- tion. is antiseptic, healing- and' _ . 
them -right---at-the-right, 
P Wear: 
priver-
. .
ley 1)- 3'. '. Ehe aegg's Mdrgan,..ii. of Bu 
The Penslar Store, IIllet 2110S: second dam Rau- soothing. Try it and if you don't I
hams, at Cole's grocery. Hams
and shoulders wanted. 3162' Have you seen the• Chevrolet
Eggs That Will Hatch.
e-t' a) ▪ •
•
third dam Bessie, by Mountaineer n of , treeter oil. like it yOu can .have the moneyi..
• fecerth dam Solomon Berri .Shefrields. • he-- 1;yr Robert 'Gray INT. back. 1.5c. at Wedes*r77....ZtOre.;ed Bitt. white:1,H Poet oak fen&
For Sale.-tra good, season-
'''‘WilltYrtrn 'Pater WM ot•-!: "rar..r.4 = 2.t .11204
rst premiums. - , Eat-with
 the Methodist ladies farm 5 miles from Murray on
fourth Monday. Basement of the Murray .and Crossland roari:--
Ea B. ADAMS. Fanniniton, 19.; W. F. D2 Methodist church. !Leslie Ellis. . 3162*
rt'
aftaila.am•aa• •
aramsaikilitaituniwnwitsataniatatatal
Jo- -
/
You want eggs that will hatch.
Card of Thanks.
A
1
We wish to express our heart
felt thanks and appreciation to 4
the physttlarr,--many friend: anti--- --
neighbors, who were so kind
during the illness and death of
our dear little twin boys. For
the physician,'.who watched over
theni so faithful, we can not say
enough. Words can not express
our thas toward the friends,
relatives and neighbors and the
Spring Creek neighborhood for
their kindness in putting them
away.1 Wheri sorrow or death
comes to your home MaY-Yeti-be-
surrounded by such kindnesses
as we had.-T. A. Phelps and
famil
Does Pain Interfere?
There n remedy
) •
MANG
F Sprains.Lameness.
Sores; Cuts, Rheumatism
Penetrates and Heals.
Stops Pain At Once
For Man and Beast
25c. 50c. $1. At All Dealers.
When purchasing silver-
ware, remember -that in
silver plate no name stands
for higher quality or greater
durability than the re-
nowned trade mar,k
.Ask your dcaler to show
you the variow: exquisite-
ritteTns• -in which the
"Siirer l'Iate that Wears"
can be h.41. The wide lati-
choica-ia knives,
forks, spoons and fancy,..
servi,qpi,ccs assures StatiS*
faction;to taste.
SO4--lw--,;:17r..z-- dealer*.
everywhert% 
"C showiitg all
designs.
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